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Hello… and welcome.
Issue 39 and we are flying along! We would like to thank you for
your continued support and messages…. Knowing we are bringing
you something that you are enjoying so much is a great reward for
us, and we hope to continue doing so as long as we can.
Well, big news this month... you will see that we have an established
name from the industry writer joining the ranks… Please welcome
Mr Joe Turnbull!! Welcome aboard Joe.
Now a question for you all… How would you like us to open up our
writers to a questions panel for you? A chance for you to email
questions to a writer of your choice to be answered in the next
edition of the magazine? If you would like us to start this… let us
know!!!
Summer is now upon us, and it wont be long before the fish are
on the top, cruising the upper layers and having a a good old
sunbathe… remember to take those zigs with you at all times,
surface tactics really come into their own right now and is a great
tactic to master…. But that week will soon be upon us when the carp
shoal up in the margins and thrash it to death… we all know what
this means… spawning time!!! so, when you see it, leave them to do
it.
That’s it for now, enjoy issue 39 and keep those messages, catch
reports and emails coming… and remember, if YOU wish to have a
crack at being a writer for this magazine please feel free to drop us
a line. No experience necessary as we will help you and guide you
every step of the way.
Emails are open…. So lets hear from you.

brian.dixon@talkingcarp.co.uk
buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
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Time and quick hit fishing – PART 1
by Joe Turnbull
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It’s been a while since
I last wrote anything
but after speaking with
Brian at Talking Carp
my head was suddenly
full of things to write
about, (cheers Jules).
This in mind I thought
I’d touch on something
that will hopefully help
lots of you and may
even give you more
enthusiasm to get out
at every opportunity
you have. We all know
how hard it is juggling
family life, work and
all the other things
life throws at you, let
alone trying to get
some time to fish but
like anything in life, if
you really really want
it, you make time to do
it. Now I know exactly
how lots of you feel as
despite what you may
might think, I have my
own small business
which I’ve had for over
10 years now and
have always slotted
my fishing in amongst
quoting customers.

Time and Quick hit fishing
What I wanted to get
across is that you can
still go fishing, even if
you have the busiest
life. Even if you only
have one or two hours
to yourself, that’s
enough time to go and
check out the venue,
to gain knowledge
to catch fish, and big
fish at that. Using
your eyes to learn the
routines of the fish in
your venues is more
important than sitting
it out for days on end,
and even more so
when you have little
time.
The world these days
has never been better
for people with little
time as everything
is now so available.
Good information,
weather reports, venue
latests and of course
word of mouth has
become the norm.
Social media gives you
all that and despite
some people not liking
it including me (at
times), it’s something

that I can’t see going
away. So use all of
this information to your
advantage at first and
at least you can give
yourself a head start.
Here’s what I do in
amongst my work
which really isn’t rocket
science and although
I am fairly lucky in that
I work alone so my
hours can be moved
about if necessary,
I never do that
unless it’s completely
necessary. I don’t fish
at weekends or very
rarely at that, except
if I’m aware that a
particular fish may be
due to come out and
my ‘carp’ homework
tallies up with the
weather and time of
year.
I literally live, breath
and go to bed
dreaming of fishing
and if I’m not thinking
of fishing I’m thinking
of singing. Yep that’s
right, it’s another thing
that I have a passion
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for and another thing
that I have to find time
to fit in too!
Anyway, that aside
I usually have a few
venues that I keep
in mind and spread
those across the year.
How I see it, is that
there are venues (as
we all know) that may
be slightly easier than
others and this usually
boils down to fish
stock, although over
the last decade I’ve
even noticed these
getting
trickier at
times. In
general, I
keep those
venues for
my tuitions
or for cold
water
(winter)
angling.
Like lots
of venues,
carp
become
more
difficult to
catch in cold
weather,

but I like that from
easier venues because
there’s always the
chance of a bite. This
not only keeps your
confidence up but
keeps you motivated
through what can often
be hard times.
However, I like to
target those venues
that hold a few big fish
amongst them as they
often trip up in winter
and there’s no better
feeling of satisfaction
than catching a big
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carp in cold weather.
Here’s a winter cracker
from Blasford Hill day
ticket water in January
when the weather was
spot on. Mainline Cell
doing the do as usual
for me and with a fish
at 34lb.4oz just went
to show that if you
get it all right, you can
achieve what you want.
An over nighter and
then off to work but my
god I had a good day
that day !!
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Caught using a bright
Mainline Pineapple pop
up over Cell works well
for me in cold water
but we’ll talk about that
more next time.

Time and Quick hit fishing

fish in the time I have. I
totally get and respect
why my good mates
want to catch them
all and if I had more
time to sit it out on one
venue then I would.
Next on the list I’ll have Perhaps when I retire
a syndicate venue of
like my good mate Mr
some kind, one that
Cundiff then maybe,
I’ve either been a
just maybe I’ll sit it
member of for a few
out on one venue or
years or a new one.
maybe I’ll just carry on
I’ve never been an
as I am.
angler that has had to
catch every fish in the Finally, I’ll keep my
lake, collecting pictures eyes peeled and find
like those in football
another venue that
sticker albums, instead holds some big old fish
I like to catch as many and preferably not too

far from home. I do
like to catch old fish
that have seen it all,
as I love the way they
look, often very gnarled
tails and covered in
spawning and rubbing
marks but they are
full of character. You
can see why they are
given names in many
cases and this only
adds to the love of the
catch, when you do,
eventually catch one.
So, all in all I usually
have there or four
venues on my radar
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that I commit too but
amongst those I’ll
keep my eye on what’s
happening at other
fisheries around and
if I have to travel then
so be it. I usually book
one or two days off in
the week depending
on how busy I am
with work and will
always look at what
the weathers doing,
slotting my angling in
amongst good
fishing weather.
If I can’t get any
full days fishing
in, then I will
go and do a
morning, evening
or night and then
go to work from
there. Either way,
work comes first
as for me, you
need money to
go fishing in the
first place, right?
Even though my
sponsors look
after me, food,
fuel and ticket
money all adds
up and if you’re
bouncing around

different venues and
then traveling to jobs it
soon mounts up.
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be kilos of bait either
as good bait doesn’t
have to go in heavy.

Baiting up is another of But that’s a story for
my tactics as wherever another day…
ever I go, I’ll always
drop in a few freebies
Take care,
on my walks round
or when I leave but
Joe.
always make sure
you put something in
whether you catch or
not. It doesn’t have to
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Dave Levy
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A Chat With ......
Mr Julian Cundiff
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A Chat With…. Mr
Julian Cundiff…
time to kick the wasps’ nest!
At Talking Carp, we like to keep things fresh, and real, and when we
get a chance to ask questions that no other publication dare ask….
we do it!
So, this month we are talking to carp anglings Mr Nice Guy! A man
who appears at all the shows, spends all day talking to the public
and helping out with any question thrown at him (as long as you
keep him fuelled with coffee and biscuits), a man who is online every
day answering messages and sharing his vast knowledge, openly
showing his rigs, tactics and hints and tips…. But that’s not the man
we want to talk to this time!
Welcome back Jules, and thank you for allowing us to kick the
wasps nest a little with you…

Ah cheers mate that’s very kind. I do try to keep carp fishing in
perspective but like anyone some stuff does grind my gears. Of course,
when I first started carp fishing it felt like ‘ life or death ‘ at times but
as I got older, I realised that work, family, girls, music, motorbikes
etc were important too and grew up .... unlike some I knew or read
about.... many of are not doing it anymore. Horses for courses of
course but I try to be positive in life and carry it across in my writings
both in print and on social media. Believe me I could find something

Julian Cundiff
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to moan about every day, but nobody reads my stuff for that and when
you think about it, it really does no good I feel. However, you’ve given
me an opportunity with these questions to get my views across so that I
will mate. Let’s see what you’ve chucked my way.
1) Over the years you have been to probably every show, open
day, tackle fair, slide shows and talks that has been humanly
possible for you to attend, and yet you, like many old school
anglers I am aware of, never ever charge a fee for your time… Is that
correct? Do you think its right for any angler to ask for a fee to stand
on stage and give a slide show talk?

Tell me about it mate and now I have finally hung up my court boots
these shows seem even more regular. Now I do accept that for some
carp fishing is a business that pays the bills, but I certainly feel they
have short memories. My first show was 1987 at Worsborough,
Sheffield where I did a short talk on local waters. Hard to believe that
was over thirty years ago .... I wish I could say I was 12 not 22 at the
time. The only time I get paid is at the big two day shows where not
only do I speak but I man a rig / bait stand for two full days tying up
rigs, passing on tips and so on. However, that’s me and I guess having a
‘ proper ‘ job meant I was not having to seek a living from carp fishing.
The issue I have is that the money they demand is so much that
organisers of local shows are having to charge attendees £10 plus just
to cover the speakers fee. It will kill local shows and that’s a sad thing.
Let’s face it we can all put something back surely as those that came
before us did. In those day’s they did it for a curry and applause not
a grand. I will always charge fuel but other than that it’s my way of
giving back to something that has given me a lot of pleasure. It’s not
wrong to charge of course but sometimes it’s just nice to be nice surely.
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2) Growing up in the North, and coming up from a dabble in match
fishing and specimen tench fishing to the world of carp fishing
seems such a long time ago now, but yet anyone who follows
your social media pages still sees you smiling from ear to ear on a
daily basis when you’re cradling an 12lb, 18, or 22lb carp, yet there
seems to be a growing trend of any carp under 30lb being referred
to as “little one” or “pasty”…. Are anglers forgetting their roots or
becoming too obsessed with actual size these days do you think?

Good point mate. Having caught carp to just under fifty pounds in this
country unless I start targeting big fish water’s I am not gonna catch a
PB anytime soon.... nor do I desire too. Heck I don’t even weigh them
unless compelled to by fishery rules. For me the thrill is the chase not
the pounds and ounces. If the venue and circumstances of the capture
make me smile the weight is immaterial IMO. Many years ago, big carp
did make big waves but nowadays forget it unless you are a
famous angler or it’s a new fish.
Take it from me most if not all
BIG firms are not gonna snap
you up on that score. They want
anglers who catch consistently,
are personable and help shift
product.
Each to their own but I would
rather catch lots of carp and
smile after each one than look
glum at one or two ‘ biggies ‘ a
year. Being condescending about
doubles and twenties makes you
look a right

Julian Cundiff
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d**k to most carp anglers
and whatever you’ve caught
I guarantee there are
hundreds if not thousands
of anglers who have caught
bigger carp. It’s a carp and
if you can’t find anything
positive to say about it best
off saying nothing IMO.
Pride commeth before a fall
they say and there will be
days where you will kill for
a double or twenty when the stars are not aligning for you.
3) As someone in the limelight constantly, and a documented
history with companies such as Nash and Daiwa, are you surprised
at the number of anglers who are looking to make an instant living
from our sport? Surely the reality is there are very few people who
actually get paid, let alone make an actual living from our sport?
True sponsorship and paid consultancy are up there with hens’ teeth
and rocking horse pooh when it comes to rarity yet suddenly the
amount of “sponsored anglers” and “consultants” have increased
incredibly.

I am not surprised at all but feel sorry for them. Even as a ‘ recognised
‘ angler you won’t make a living from going fishing alone....no one
does. Why do you think that even the big names have to write books,
do tutorials, do shows? To survive!! What Nash, Fox, Korda, Daiwa
MAY pay you will need to be funded by a ‘ proper ‘ job if you want to
survive. It is not football, golf or anything like that guys. If you own
the company or are employed full time by it then all well and good but
as a consultant / sponsored angler no way hose. Just to get a discounted
bait/gear deal from the big boys is hard enough, to get a money deal all
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but impossible and to live off it....no chance. Sure, some smaller firms
may snap you up but a premier league one very unlikely. Don’t believe
what
you are told, most of it is bull. If I had a pound for everybody who
talked s****e about what they get for free or get paid I would be a rich
man. Hold back on that Bentley order just yet......
4) Which brings me onto the next point nicely… fish out of water!!
Whilst carp care is at an all-time high right now, and just about
everyone carries the correct equipment by way of mats, slings and
carp care antiseptics…. The one issue that has raised its head is
the length of time fish are kept out of the actual water, especially it
seems when there’s a video recording being done or live blogging
going on… we all look for that one special hi-res shot but keeping
the fish out whilst the video rolls, then stills are taken… then the
obligatory water shot… are we keeping these fish out too long these
days? Especially as the summer is almost upon us? Do you have
any advice that could speed
things up on the bank?

I’m no Simon Scott when
it comes to understanding
carp, but I am pretty sure
that the less time out of water
and less handling they get
the better. Of course, it is
understandable to want a
good picture but not at the
expense of the carp surely.
There are no hard and fast
rules when it comes to time
but less is best. My advice is
be prepared at all times.

Julian Cundiff
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If you fish solo as I do make sure you are competent with your self
takes and have the gear ready. I have the camera set up, the cradle /
mat wet and so on. Do you really need to weigh every carp? Do you
have to photograph every carp? Do you really need to do a long Vlog
whilst the carp is out of water? I think the big companies and well
known anglers ned to lead by example. It is no good saying we had a
team on hand and all that as what you show less experienced anglers
will copy. Do your Vlog once the carp is returned...? we don’t need a
three minute run down of the capture whilst it is in your hands!!
5) Here’s a subject that seems to open a can of worms
sometimes…. Bankside etiquette!! In particular visiting anglers…
whilst just about everyone
welcomes other anglers
into their swim for a quiet
chat, even a brew and a
biscuit perhaps, when
the time is right…. There
used to be a code of
ethics where the visiting
angler never knocked on a
bivvy whilst the door was
down, the visitor never
disturbed the skyline, the
visitor never ventured
near the waters edge…the
visitor never overstayed
his welcome… do you
see these unwritten rules
disappearing?

Bankside etiquette in my
day was learnt from
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my coarse and specialist fishing days so those that come straight in as
carp anglers sadly don’t have that learning curve to rely on. As I said
in the previous question it is up to those that produce films to set a
good example......and some most certainly don’t. As best as I can I try
to educate those on the bank by behaving well myself. I don’t approach
when they are setting up, I keep low, I don’t overstay my welcome and
so on. Treat others and their fishing as you would want them to treat
you.
6) Nash recently produced a great product video showing a social
media troll giving his opinion online and rubbishing a product
without even seeing it…. Is this all too common in todays society?
Instant experts without even seeing the product?
We know, we have seen it in the early days when one or two
members of the public hadn’t
even read the magazine yet gave
their “professional” opinions on
it…. They have since become
avid followers and readers (hi
guys, you know who you are
and thanks for your continued
support)

The great thing about social
media is that it allows everyone
to express an opinion but when
that opinion is not based on
knowledge it is a no no. I have no
objection to anyone expressing an
opinion on ME if they have met
me, or an opinion on a product if
they have USED it. Without that it
has no value in my opinion..

Julian Cundiff
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I see stuff I think is naff, but I keep my mouth shut and my finger
off the keyboard unless I have used it. It just makes you look a prize
plonker and once typed / said is very hard to undo. Don’t say it to
impress other companies as the trade is such a small place that it gives
you a bad name that is hard to recover from. It’s not big and it certainly
is not clever.
7) Dropping of leads! Where do you stand personally, when we
are seeing more and more Youtube videos, blogs and instructional
pieces telling anglers to drop the lead “for fish safety” yet giving
no real explanation to how it’s safer for the fish if the leads were
dropped every single time? Whilst the invention of the lead clip
came about to discharge the lead should a fish become snagged, is
there really any need to discharge the lead just for the sake of it on
every single take?

In short there is no need or excuse
to drop a lead on every take and it
is bloody stupid for you financially.
I do use light leads and lead clips
a lot of the time and because my
waters are weedy, I do have them
set to drop the lead if they weed
up. If that lead discharges you are
more likely to land the carp and
less likely to end up with a weeded
fish. Carp that get weeded up
can end up tethered sadly which
can be fatal. I love the new Nash
tail rubbers as they discharge the
lead even when pushed on fully.
Because they are soft no matter
how far up the ‘ leg‘ they go under
pressure they ‘ roll
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back ‘ and off pops the lead. Perfect for big chucks but still safe. Forget
all that stuff you
read about with the harder tail rubbers as it is theory only. One click,
two clicks and all that.... The soft tail rubber peels / rolls / folds back
and works a treat.
8) Finally, what are the worst things you see on the bank that
really wind you up? Luckily, I pick w*****r free waters usually, but

I have seen it all. However, anglers blatantly under the influence of
drink and drugs is sad.
Anglers who put catching
fish over friendships
too. Not a big bait boat
fan either as i have yet to
fish a water which allows
them where they are not
misused. I certainly don’t
want a drone buzzing
the lake or some bugger
walking round
casting a Deeper into
every available swim
whilst other anglers
are fishing. However,
nothing is as bad as
seeing scales and half
eaten carp on the bank.
Otters are our biggest
threat and yet for many
its N.I.M.B.Y.....until it’s
too late.

Julian Cundiff
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And now a quickfire round to calm you back down….
A)
B)
C)
D)

Mirror or Common?

Mirror

Spring? Summer? Autumn? or Winter?

Spring

Barbed or Barbless given the option?

Barbed

Tea or Coffee? (just in case I have to bring my own teabags!!)

Decaff Coffee

Well, that wraps up another fantastic chat with you, and thanks for
being so honest with us and our wonderful readers.
All the best.

No problem mate, it is
nice to be asked. Keep up
the great work.
Julian Cundiff
Facebook
Cundiff
Twitter

Julian P
@juliancundiff

Instagram
julescundiff1
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Jenkins Lake… 5 days in
February
by Scott Geezer Grant

Scott Grant
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After my four
successful sessions
on Jenkins Lake from
November through till
January, I had already
previously booked
5 days in February,
which has become a
custom over the past
couple of years.

them.

perfect. I found that if
I put a piece of foam
Other then that my
on followed by 10
baiting strategy would maggots then repeat
be the same as
the process the rig
previous sessions. As
would be wafting which
I would be there for 5
is perfect for fishing
days, I crushed up 8
over a clean bottom,
kilos of nutjob boilies
but if I put a piece of
that should be enough, foam on followed by 20
then bagged up 5 kilos maggots then another
My previous February of mixed sized boilies
piece of foam the rig
sessions have been on and doused them in
would sit popped up
Churchwood but after
the nutjob food dip
which is perfect for
having the A Team
just to give them that
fishing on debris. So,
members I wanted
extra edge. As always, with both situations
barring “Bubbles” I
a bucket of matching
covered it was just a
decided a move onto
pellets and a bucket of matter of what one to
Jenkins, as it would
HOB chilli maize/hemp. go with once I got to
make a nice change,
the lake.
plus I haven’t done
Quite a lot of bait for a
much time on there at winter session I hear
It was some 6 weeks
all over the years.
you say, but I always
since my last session
like to make sure
and I was really looking
With my session
I’ve got enough bait
forward to it.
looming I wasn’t going especially as I know
to change much at
they love the stuff.
After another gruelling
all. One thing I would
week at work come
be taking extra bait
Rigwise: I had
Thursday and I was
wise with me would be prepared a few Ronnie finished for the week,
the addition of a few
rigs and made them a it was my eldest
gallons of maggots.
little shorter, and what I daughters’ birthday
I know waters where
did do was play around and it was time to
maggots totally
with some maggots
celebrate, we had a
dominate in winter so
and foam to make sure great weekend and
why would I not use
the rig sat absolutely
come Sunday

Jenkins Lake
afternoon I was leaving
for the lake.
I arrived late afternoon
as there were a couple
of anglers who had
fished the weekend,
the lake produced
a double figured
common, which is
good news as the fish
are still feeding.
When I arrived, the
anglers had gone so
I wasted no time and
went about getting
everything sorted.
It started to rain, only
light mind, you so the
first thing that went
up was the bivvy, I left
the rods until last as
I knew it wouldn’t be
long before it was dark
but with my headtorch
I wouldn’t have a
problem getting the
baits out.
I decided to fish the
right-hand rod with
the critically balanced
maggot rig, the middle
rod and left-hand rod
were fished again with

the Ronnie rig, with a
fluro pink nutjob pop
up, again in the same
areas I had previously
fished.
By 18:00 o’clock
everything was sorted
and the kettle went
on for my first coffee
of the session. The
temperature was only
3oc and the pressure
was a perfect 992 but
rising! The wind was
still a cold north/north
westerly but this was
due to change as the
week went on.
I settled in and after a
lovely hot meal I made
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myself comfortable
in my bivvy. As I
was laying there my
receiver lit up, the
left-hand rod had an
occurrence, I jumped
out the bivvy and was
on the rod, I stood
with my headtorch on
the line but nothing
materialised.
I went back inside
my bivvy and once
again made myself
comfortable, so
comfortable in fact that
I must have drifted
off to sleep as I woke
up still clothed and
freezing cold!! I looked
at my phone and it was
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01:00 o’clock I got
undressed and got in
my bag it took me ages
to get warm but when
I did, I went straight
back to sleep and
woke at 06:00 o’clock
with my alarm chiming
like a goodun.
I got dressed had a
leak then put the kettle
on, it was cold and
when I checked the
weather app for that
day’s temperatures, I
wasn’t shocked when
it said it was going to
be 8oc at its highest,
but with the wind it was
going to feel like 2oc,
great!.
As the day went on
the lake looked so
good for a fish but the
rods stayed dormant.
Later in the afternoon I
decided to redo all the
rods, keeping the same
baiting tactics just
freshen the areas up
with more of Galaxy’s
finest. As I reeled in the
left-hand rod, I could
feel something on it
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and when I lifted the rig
out there was a roach
skewered on my hook!!
This was the same rod
I had an occurrence on
last night. Believe it or
not he was still alive
and I simply unhooked
him and returned him
to his watery home.
With all the rods now
back on the dance floor
it was up to the carp to
feed.
The pressure had
rocketed to 1026 and
is going to keep rising
into the mid-30s, but
to be totally honest I
really don’t think this
plays a massive part in
the colder months as
it does in the warmer
months.
Tonight, the
temperature is
expected to be in the
minus, proper winter
fishing.
The day seemed to
go really quick and
before I knew it, it was
dinner time. Tonight’s

meal was going to be
a lovely Indian, which
I can tell you went
down a treat. Then it
was back to the bivvy
for the night watching
Netflix which took away
the boredom.
I went to sleep around
midnight with my alarm
set for first light. I was
in a real deep sleep
when my receiver let
out a series of bleeps!!
I jumped out the bag
grabbed my headtorch
and was on the rods.
It was the right-hand
rod and as soon as I
lifted the rod the fish
tried in vain to get
around the back of
the pump. I kept the
pressure on and after
a few seconds the fish
kited left into open
water. It was a real
feisty little scamp but
after a few minutes I
slid the net under a
plump common.

Jenkins Lake
Not massive and just
over 17lb but very
welcome, I did start
to doubt myself but
I’m glad I maintained
the same approach. It
was just starting to get
light so with the fish
weighed, I slipped her
in the floatation sling to
recover and summon
the guvnor.
I got dressed as I
was still in shorts and
a tee shirt!!! Feeling
a lot warmer I tied
up another maggot
medusa then sent the
rig out in the boat with
a generous helping of

bait.
The kettle went on
for the first mornings
coffee and I must
admit my confidence
now was sky high. Its
amazing what a fish
can do!
The pressure was still
sky high and the wind
was now starting to
turn southernly and the
temperature was going
to be a pleasing 9oc.
As I sat there drinking
my coffee Steve
appeared out of no
where ready to see
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the fish and do some
photos. He took great
photos as always and
was really pleased
with the condition of
his fish. Its nice to see
a fishery owner who
cares about his fish
rather than lining his
pockets, and Steve
certainly loves his fish.
With the photos
complete the fish was
returned, then I treated
Steve to a lovely cup
of tea, with a few hob
nobs thrown in. It
really did look good for
another fish and with
the weather on the up
surely its only a matter
of time.
As we sat chatting the
middle rod let out a
couple of beeps, the
line was still slack and
as I watched the line
started to tighten, I
lifted the rod and the
fish was on. I couldn’t
believe it another
fish so soon, after a
few minutes another
common lay in the net.
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She pulled the needle
round to 16lb 8oz and
again I was chuffed.
Steve obliged with the
camera then she was
treated and returned.
This time it was the
turn of the fluro pinks
which have previously

Scott Grant

done really well. The
rod was rebaited and
sent out to the area.
Steve left as he has
other business to
attend and I just sat
watching the water.
It was now mid
afternoon
and
whilst
sitting
relaxing
the rat
man
Chris
came
walking
along, he
tends to

the rat boxes plotted in
various spots around
the complex. As we
stood talking the
middle rod was away
again, the fish did put
up a great account of
itself and Chris was on
hand to do the honours
with the net.
It was another common
of exactly the same
weight as the last one.
Again, not a massive
fish, but it won’t be
long before the big girls
push the little fellas out
of the way, well at least
that I was hoping.

Jenkins Lake
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drawing in it was a
case of have a nice hot
meal then make myself
comfortable in the
bivvy and see what the
night brings.

The fluro pink pop ups
doing the damage
again, these little gems
really have made a
difference to my fishing
this winter.
With the photos
complete the fish was
returned and the rod
boated back out. I must
admit I was putting
quite a bit of bait in
the boat each time it
went out but if the fish
are feeding, they can
have as much as they
want. Anglers have this
perception that in the
winter you only use
single hook baits with

Wednesday morning
and the alarm went
off and to be honest I
switched it off and went
back to sleep, only
to wake up an hour
later with a banging
very little or no freebies headache!!
at all!! I’m the opposite
Mark the bailiff had
if you keep the bait
turned up as he works
going in the fish will
at the complex and
feed, it works for me
was in the lodge
and I’m sure it would
making a brew. I got up
work for any angler.
got dressed and joined
him with a nice coffee.
Later in the afternoon
the temperature was
There was a young lad
a very welcome 10oc
which for me was very John with his girlfriend
comfortable, not having fishing Churchwood for
a few nights and after
to wear a coat you
chatting to him to see
can’t move in as you
how he was getting
feel like the Michelin
on it wasn’t good, the
man.
poor lad was struggling
but he seemed in high
The lake went very
quiet after my last fish spirits and wasn’t going
to throw the towel in
and with the evening
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as he was here for
a few nights it was a
birthday present from
his family.
I said to him if he
needed any help with
rigs etc to give me a
shout and I would be
more than happy to
help him. A few hours
went by and John
came down and asked
me to show him the rig
I was using and how to
tie it.

Scott Grant
Mark if he wouldn’t
mind looking after my
rods whilst I showed
John a couple of areas
to fish on Churchwood.
I said to Mark if any of
my rods go give me a
shout as he could see
me from where he was,
he agreed and off I
went to help John.

I showed John the
first area and helped
him boat the rod out
to the area, we then
put his other rod out
I grabbed my tackle
to another area that
box and sat down with produces the goods.
him, the Ronnie rigs
As I was standing just
I’m using are ready
chatting to him Mark
made so all you need
came down and said
to do is tie your chosen “Geeze I’ve got a fish
hook link and away
mate” to which I replied
you go it could be any “I didn’t hear you
simpler. I tied him a
shouting???
couple up and told him Mark then
to go back and put the said “I was
rigs on then I would go shouting
down and show him
but you
a couple of areas that
obviously
have produced for me didn’t hear
in the past.
me” at first,
I thought
Mark was having a
he was
break and I asked
winding me

up, that was until I saw
my right-hand rod on
the floor and when I
peered in the net there
was a chunk of a mirror
laying there.
Its sods law I go to
help a fellow angler
and this happens!! I
was hoping to get a
20lber after the smaller
fish I’ve had, what a
kick in the proverbials
this is.
Mark said he was
shouting I think he was
miming to be honest
as he really wanted to
catch a fish on my rod!!
Well there’s no point
crying over spilt milk as
they say, we lifted the

Jenkins Lake
fish into the mat and
I knew straight away
what fish it was “Zara’s
Fish” a fish that I had
caught on a previous
session, she’s a real
old character and
some 40 odd years old.
On the scales she went
22lb and Mark was
chuffed to bits, I took
some cracking photos
then she was treated
and returned.

fishing Churchwood
still hadn’t banked
anything and the one
fish Nick dearly wants
is the long common
and it was due out
anytime. In my past
2 February sessions,
I have caught this
particular fish and what
a fish it is.

As we were having
another brew my righthand rod signalled a
The rod was rebaited
take, I was straight on
and sent back out and I the rod and the fish
told John if he needed felt like a goodun, the
anything to pop down
fish went straight out
to me as I am not
in open water which
leaving Mark with
was bliss for me as it
my rods again. I text
was now pitch black.
Steve and told him the
news and he couldn’t
stop laughing, Mark
got back to work and
I made myself busy
tying up a few rigs.
Nick turned up after
work around 17:00
and had a cup of tea
and he said he was
coming down to do the
weekend and couldn’t
wait. John who was
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After a few minutes
Nick done the honours
with the net and when
I peered in it was
another common but
this time a lot bigger
than the previous 3, I
had banked.
I lifted the fish up on
the scales and Nick
called out a weight
of 22lb exactly, I was
so happy after the
3 smaller fish I was
hoping to catch a
bigger fish and that’s
exactly what I have
done. Nick took some
cracking night shots
then the fish was
returned and the rod
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put back out.
It felt really cold and
when I checked
the weather it was
currently 2oc but
is going to feel like
zero!! This weather is
absolutely bonkers.

Scott Grant
turned out to be a pike
which bit me off!! It did
get the heart racing
though.

As the sun went
down on another
day in paradise the
temperature dropped
dramatically and
When Nick left, I made another cold night was
myself some dinner
ahead. I was looking
then got straight into
forward to my last
the bivvy. I had a
night and as much
relaxing night and
as I love my fishing, I
when I woke the next
was looking forward
morning and poked my to going home and
head out the bivvy I
getting some sort of
was met with a blanket normality back into my
of frost everywhere,
life.
and thick fog. I
must admit there’s
something about
fishing in thick fog that
I love.
It turned out to be a
lovely spring day and
looked better then ever
for another bite, the
birds were cheeping
the whole lake looked
alive with life and it was
mid-February! I had a
take on the middle rod
late afternoon which

After a very cold night
I woke up to another
hard frost and lifeless
rods. Mark appeared
just after 08:00 o’clock
so we had a cuppa and
a natter, John popped
down to the lodge and
was still in high spirits
even though he was
still to bank one of the
Churchwood residents.
Just as Mark was
about to leave and start
work my right-hand rod
was away, the fish was
a right scrapper and a
few minutes later was
laying in the bottom of
the net. This fish was

Jenkins Lake
stunning not massive
by any standards but
stunning.
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acres with 5 swims and
fish up to 35lb
I would like to
thank the following
The Cat Lake: which
companies for their
Mark took a couple of
is full of monsters to
products of which I use
photos then the fish
over 80lb has just
in my fishing.
was returned, and
one massive swim big
that was the last fish
enough for 2 or maybe www.galaxybaits.co.uk
of my session. Have I
3 anglers.
www.sharptackle.co.uk
enjoyed my time here
www.hookedonbaits.
on Jenkins? hell yeah
If you would like to
co.uk
and this being my fifth fish either Jenkins,
session of the winter
Churchwood or
If you’re out on the
and another productive the dedicated Cat
bank stay safe and
one you can’t ask for
Lake visit www.
remember its only
any more than that.
churchwoodfisheries.
fishing.
co.uk
I would like to take this For bookings call
All the best
opportunity to thank
Steve/Helen on 01277Steve and Helen for
375499
Geezer
allowing me to fish and
the hospitality they
If you would like to
showed, so thank you try the ready-made
both.
“Ronnie
rigs” with
Chruchwood fisheries
the coloured
is a stunning complex
kickers
with 3 lakes.
from Sharp
Tackle visit
Jenkins Lake: which
their website
is around an acre with for a pack
3 swims and fish to
of 4 hooks
30lb.
its £2:99
which isn’t
Chruchwood Lake:
expensive at
which is around 2 1/2
all.
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A winters Tale

#PARTICLEPERFECTION

SEE OUR FULL RANGE AT

HOOKEDONBAITS.COM

Bossing It At
Bossard
by Alex Miljus
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I was chuffed as to be asked to
write this. I started fishing 3 years
ago thanks to the fishing app
Finygo, and I’ve been carping
since last June. Because of the
experienced anglers who help me,
and there’s more than the ones I’ve
named, I had an amazing trip to
Bossard. My tip… ask the questions
you need to become a better angler,
and don’t allow online negativity to
distract your love of fishing.

Alex Miljus
there’s less choice at a Krispy
Kreme. I discussed rig videos with
Harry as he checked my rig tying. I
booked pro coaching – Ian Gemson
for an excellent foundation in rigs,
setup and water craft; and the
legend Les Bowers to understand
rig dynamics and how to tie his
versions of the Multi, Stiff Hinge and

It’s Saturday, early April and I’m sat
on a bait box watching the Lodge
Swim at a very calm Bossard. For
the first time in weeks my nerves
have stopped. I pick up my rod and
I’m wearing a huge smile.
“How the hell can I fish Bossard?”
I’d said several weeks back
to friend and mentor, Matthew
“Harry” Cudworth. “I don’t have the
experience, never fished tight to
snags, or used a bait boat, I know
two rigs (kind of)…I’m chuffing
nuts!!” After my backside kicking for
not believing in myself, and Harry
reminding me of the 31lber I caught
in February at Linear, we built my
BAIT - Crowthorne Angling’s, Ali
prep plan.
Buckman’s boilie rolling…wow! Put
boilies in a round bowl, add a little
RIGS - #keepitsimple. I started
thick liquid D Rig. (like Sticky Baits
fishing on the fly, then course and
Cloudy Krill) and roll for 2 mins until
match, all simple rigs. Carp rigs….
coated, dust in groundbait or

Bossing it at Bossard
powder, dry on a rack and repeat.
After the boilies are eaten, there’ll
still be food on my spot to keep
interest. Chatting with him, Callum
McDougall-Bell and Dave Eamer I
settled on Sticky Baits Manilla and
Krill and chatted terminal tackle. But

I use DNA Baits Hydra Wheat for
all my boilie rolling which the lovely
gent, James Strain introduced me
to, along with his special DNA Baits
S7 mix.
SETUP – I love #meharrys,
FreeSpirit EClass 3.25tc rods
chosen after trying them at South
Coast Rods with Graham Mabey
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and at Brentwood with awesome
legend, Mark Hutchinson. They’re
paired with Graham and Scott
Eyre’s recommended 14000 XTD
reels, so I went back to Angling
Direct Guildford to get his help on
mainline, choosing ESP Synchro
XT 18lb… and hooks!
Back at Bossard, I’ve got my rods
tackled up and I’m watching the
water to decide on spots and
tactics. Steve Bond comes over and
we chat about the swim and carp.
How they’re feeding, spots to target,
under water snags. How do I fish
tight to in water tree snags 100yds
away? Use an 8oz lead on a cut
back lead clip to drop the lead. Boat
it out to your spot and tighten up
taking stretch out the line without
moving the lead, set a pretty tight
clutch (big fish!) and make sure
your rod pod/rods are secure. Then
he sat with me to show me his rigs
explaining how they work.
Over dinner I meet Matt Reynolds
and his lovely young son Evan who
were in the next swim. In turn for
teaching me how to boat out my
baits, I made Matt brews and made
him laugh (a lot!) with my bad boat
driving and eyesight. Rods out - 1.
Manila mix and a Manila 15mm
coated boilie snowman in mid water
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on a multi rig. 2. Particle with
slow sinking Korda maize on a
blow back rig, far bank snags.
3. Tight in the corner snags
James’s S7 mixture with a
15mm S7 coated boilie and a
piece of fake corn in a multi rig.
Sunday at 2am rod no. 2
went off and I landed a lovely
26lb Common, then a 25lber
around 4am that knitted a
scarf with rod 3’s line. At just
after 6:30am as Sandy’s cooking
anglers breakfast rod 3 went off
and I landed a stunning 37lb carp
my new PB! It went quiet. Matt and
Evan kept me company talking
rigs and bait. I lost one on S7 on
a basic complicated rig when the
hooklink snapped. Monday was
quiet, Matt was pointing out bubbles
of a carp feeding heading straight

for rod 2 on the maize …. then it
went off! Matt netted the 42lb Mirror
and patiently showed me how to
hold it for the pictures, and I didn’t
struggle.
Wednesday morning as I packed
up one of the anglers who’d been
blanking came over to take my
swim. “Where have you been
fishing, what with, how? “The
cheek, why should I help
given his attitude earlier in
the week. As I write this, I
can hear Matt saying, “Don’t
be that kind of angler”. No
worries Treacle, I told him
everything. I’m not that kind
of angler.
A day, a week and a
personal best I will never
forget.

Alex.

Looking for an Edge
in Your Carp Fishing?

a Hungarian Adventure pt 2
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A diary to track, analyse and
share your carp ﬁshing adventures
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Carp Fishing..... is it The Pits?
By Andrew Murray
Part 1.

Carp fishing..... is it The pits
This month I thought I would talk a
bit more about my current fishing
on the A1 Pits at Newark. It’s likely
to run into a couple of pieces as I
first cover the early parts and then
the lessons learned as part of the
ongoing process of continuing to
fish there. So bear with me.
About the Pits. There are 6 pits in
total, ranging from very small to
very large, you can’t help noticing
them at the side of the A1 at
Newark. They have been there
a long time and have a bit of a
chequered history being run by
different clubs and management
over time. This is the start of my
fourth year on here, so thought I
would talk a bit about my fishing to
date and lessons learned. I’m sure
I will digress as I do once I start
rattling on.
I first fished on here in
the 90’s. Wayne and I
used to have the odd trip
down but didn’t really
know much about it.it
was definitely easier to
get a bite back then, or
it seems that way. In
1999, the first year of
the BCAC, one of the
qualifiers was fished
here, Keith and I chose
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to fish here and came second,
then went on to win that final that
year at Horseshoe to become the
first British Carp Champions. I rekindled my affair with the Pits 3
years ago, having drove past it for
many years and thinking to myself
that I should take a drive round
sometime, early 2016 was when
I did just that. A lot had changed,
not just the bankside vegetation.
They had drained pit 6 to remove
the vast shoals of Bream that were
there. They had a flood and also a
fish Kill, so stockings are not known
exactly, but felt to be a lot less than
previous estimates, it certainly did
seem to be more of a runs water
in the past I think, sometimes you
never see a fish on this big pit at
all! I spoke with Steve the Bailiff, he
reckons the stock is approx. 600800 carp both in Pits 5 and 6.
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With a number of 30’s in each and
the odd 40 in each, I’m not sure
everyone agrees with this, but he is
the one that’s there all the time. He
also reckoned when it flooded, the
carp did not get into the river, but
spread out amongst the other pits.
It is said they are not the easiest
of waters, maybe the smaller lakes
on here are a bit easier as location
is not an issue, whereas on this
big Pit, it’s certainly the main issue
in my opinion. The complex has
some plusses and some negatives.
So let’s go through the main ones
for each. Obviously being at the
side of the A1 there is the constant
road noise, which surprisingly one
gets used to. It is weird at night,
watching the constant procession
of juggernauts with their multi
coloured lights travelling up and
down, it’s almost hypnotising. On
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the opposite side of the lake there
is the Railway line which is only
10 yards or so away. This takes
a bit more getting used to as the
trains do go through at speed! The
bankside is not developed, so some
swims are a bit precarious and the
facilities are very basic. Those are
the minuses. The good sides- I can
park in most swims and fish from
my Vdub, I have plenty of bank
space on pit 6 and the carp are
very catchable when you get on
them, and I repeat when. It’s also
relatively inexpensive to fish there
for a day ticket water. So, despite
the noise and activity around the
complex, I find it enjoyable fishing
there, it’s also certainly a challenge,
which is what appeals to me. I look
forward to each trip, which is how is
should be with everyone’s fishing.
As with starting on any water, the
only way to start to
learn about a lake
is to fish and watch.
That’s the same with
any lake really, I
would always rather
than do that than ask
for opinions, as then
one can become
blinkered. I see on the
lakes website, anglers
asking for every tip

Carp fishing..... is it The pits
going before their first trip, what
bait, what rig, any features, the
list is endless Then come several
different opinions, at least if you
only have your own, you have
something to work on. I have never
been massively riggy, in the past
and since getting back into full carp
fishing mode several years ago
have not changed my thoughts
massively. Over the last 3 years
on here, there have been two rigs
that I used for the majority of my
fishing, that doesn’t mean I’m right
and everyone else is wrong, it’s
just what I have confidence in. The
Stiff Hinged Rig being my choice
for pop-ups, occasionally have
a dabble with the spinner rig but
not often. The other being a short
hooklink bottom bait rig fished
with a dissolving hookbait, tipped
with Plastic
Corn, this is
accompanied
with a small
PVA bag. When
I First posted
on a couple
of sites that I
was using a
dissolving boilie,
people thought
I was taking
the mickey. My
chosen bait for
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the first two years was Mainlines
Essential Cell, The Dissolvas been
part of the range. Although the
hookbait dissolves it takes many
hours in the waters. It might not
last so well when being pestered
by numerous smaller species, but
on here it proved fine. Even after
several hours in the water, there
is still a small amount left as a
hookbait, as you can see from the
picture. I also tended to fish for one
bite at a time, rather than heaving
bait in at the start. I always try to
make sure I leave a good scattering
of bait in as I leave though, I will
come back to that later. Over the
first couple of years I did learn when
it was right to put some bait down
right at the start. That was down to
where the carp were i.e. were they
passing through or were they
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holding in an area. Also, in the first
couple of years I had a serious
shoulder injury, which did limit my
casting, I always worried I might
find myself caught short if you get
my drift. I needn’t have worried.
When in the right areas they were
well within reach, or so I thought,
again I’ll come back to that.

Andrew Murray

do is to set up a baited area that I
can picture in my mind that will stop
the carp and hopefully encourage
them to stay around and feed i.e.
getting them to mill about and have
a dig around which in turn will result
in more chance of more than one
take. When I cast the Spomb to
the marker I am looking to keep
it moving around the marker to
I am still a bit old fashioned with my spread the bait out and will spend
fishing, preferring to use a marker
some time and effort trying to place
float to set up a baited area rather
the Spomb accurately in order to
than relying on the distance sticks
achieve this.
and talking about how many wraps
I am fishing at, which I still can’t get This lake is pretty sizeable (50
my head round as anglers call a
acres). Most of the carp I have
length a wrap! (Surely a wrap goes caught over bait have between 50all the way round?). So, I call one
90 yards, occasionally further and
wrap 8 yards! My biggest concern
probably further again in the future
about fishing has always been
as my casting is improving now that
location, that is, not just the part of my shoulder is better. I am at the
the lake or the right swim, but the
lake as i’m typing this, my chosen
right line or the right
spot in that swim,
where I think the carp
are going to come
through at some
point. Having decided
the swim I am going
to fish, the next job
is to decide the line I
am going to fish, I use
the marker float to set
the spot I am going to
fish to. What I want to
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spot is 125 yards, but I still take a
lot of time making that first decision.
Even then the carp may turn up and
show me something different. I put
the marker float on the spot I want
to fish. What I am looking to do is
create a baiting pattern around the
float that I can fish to, this is where
I differ a lot from how I see other
anglers approach this, everything to
a wrap and then cast out. If I think I
have got the line right I will fish two
rods to the baited area, which is an
area the size of a table top or so.
Then I will fish one rod tight to the
float and one rod off to the side on
the edge or the back of the baited
area, which side will depend on the
prevalent wind direction or which
side I think the carp are coming in
from. I usually find the better sized
fish will come from the edge of
the area as well. You need to pay
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attention to this as it is as true now
as it was twenty-thirty years ago.
If I am not 100% sure on the exact
line I will put one rod in front of the
Marker and one to the back with
several yards between them and I
will bait up in a diagonal line across
the marker. Then focus on one area
if I start to get bites, changing back
to the previous point then. Either
way, once I have the area set I can
clip the spomb to re-bait as I need
to. Don’t get me wrong use the
wrap sticks as well, but I do prefer
the visual approach of fishing to
a marker. Although I have a good
fishing memory, I will make a note
of areas and tactics that worked
in one swim and also the time of
year, which is a lot more important
than a lot of anglers think, how they
behave in April is not how they will
behave in September. I feel that
early season that carp will
inhabit shallow areas for
two reasons, firstly the
initial warmth, and also
food. As the season wears
on the carp move back into
deeper water as the food
larders mature and also
angling pressure moves
them out as well. I think this
is what happens on here.
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look for 6-8
Spombs of bait
over the area
I have chosen
and then topup as I get
any action,
that needs
qualifying a bit,
depending on
the conditions
that may mean
casting out
a number of
times to get
One of the biggest mistakes I see
the amount of bait I want down in
most anglers making is putting too
the right spot, obviously it helps
much bait in right at the start. It’s
like they are expecting a big hit right if you can be more accurate and
from the word go. Just because you don’t spread too much bait about.
If you look at the picture you can
have a bucket full of bait doesn’t
see a handful of bait laying in the
mean it all needs to go in at the
Spomb, 8-10 of these is not a lot,
start, once you put it in, you can’t
but it should be enough to get a bite
take it out. What happens if you
if done accurately enough. If I am
have chosen the wrong spot and
fishing over silk weed some will get
you have to move? Or if the carp
lost in the weed, or a deeper area
don’t come through in numbers,
with some tow on, so I might put
then the more bait you have in
in a bit more. If I was fishing on a
might cut down your chances of a
clean bottom, or a shallower area
bite. I work to put enough in to get
I would probably use less. Some
a bite at a time and I may end up
anglers will put in much more than
having a big hit over a session, if
that, in effect cutting down their
I don’t get that big hit, I still get a
chances of getting a bite at all. I
bite or two. I know I have said this
want enough down to get the carp
before many times but it’s worth
repeating, as rule of thumb I would browsing around and come across
the hookbait

Carp fishing..... is it The pits
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sooner than later.
With practice it is
possible to re-bait at
night if needed, with
the spomb clipped
and a mark on the
horizon.
Back to the fishing,
in the first couple of
years I caught well,
having the occasional
big hit, the best being
21 runs in two days,
but the bigger carp
did elude me. I have
had this before on
occasions, catching is not an issue
but not often the bigger carp in the
lake, that is something I need to
work on in the future. Last year,
I didn’t fish regularly or well, as I
was away a lot, so didn’t settle into
any regular pattern, I did catch a
few nice carp though, mostly by
knowing the spots. When I could
get into the areas I wanted to fish.
This year I intend to put a bit more
time and effort in along with a few
tactics I need to work harder on.
There are some very good anglers
on here and they have been
fishing here a long time and know
the lakes well. So I am not just
competing against the carp and the
conditions but also against other

anglers, which is the same with
most lakes these days. There are
also some who spend a lot of time
here by that I mean long sessions,
you can see the caravans from the
roadside many times! There baiting
approach is hugely different to mine
as they have time on their hands. At
first I didn’t speak to many anglers
as I am a bit of a loner with my
fishing. I’m not complaining, I am
happy with my own company, I do
enjoy the solitude of my sessions. I
also don’t think it’s fair to approach
others and start asking questions
straight away. Over time I have
come to know a few of the anglers
and will now have a brief chat and
share a bit of info. The bailiffs are
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always helpful and will pass on info
if they have it. There are also some
groups of anglers who keep things
to themselves and will not share
anything, let alone the time of day,
that is their privilege, personally
I always try to help anyone who
needs it, each to their own I guess.
Quite a few anglers have messaged
privately and I’m always happy to
help.

Andrew Murray

bank. What I now do if I haven’t had
any action within the first 24 hours
or so, then I will move. Unless as
happened yesterday, I could see
the carp coming on due to the
conditions, and I am able to switch
tactics, and stay and catch. I’ll write
more about that in the next piece.
Given that I fish out of my van, so
don’t have a bivvy to dismantle
etc., moving is actually pretty easy,
so why didn’t I do it more? It’s just
After the second year, I had
laziness. So now I make an effort
decided that if I couldn’t get on a
to keep things tidier now so upping
swim I fancied on pit 6, I would go
sticks is a ten-minute job. So now
onto pit 5 and learn a bit about that I am not always fishing 1 48-hour
lake as well. This did catch me a
session, I’m occasionally fishing 2
few bonus carp last year and gives 24 hour sessions, this also ties up
me another option in the future.
with the baiting approach as well. It
Most of my trips are from Sunday
does mean though I get two bites
through to Tuesday every two
of the cherry. As opposed to saying
weeks. This is and always has been to myself I’ll do better next time, I’m
a good time to fish, as I feel the
doing better this time. Well, that’s
carp will move round a bit as the
brought us up to now. I have run out
lake quietens after the weekend.
of space and still a lot to go through
I always try to look at what I am
about other things I have had to
doing and evaluate it honestly. After re-learn since I started on here, and
all you can only blame conditions
other things I am learning for the
so many times! I do try to learn from first time.
my mistakes. Another thing I started
to realise was that if I had got the
Catch you
location and tactics right, I caught
next time.
within the first 24 hours. In fact, if
I spent two days in the same spot
Andy
after that first fruitless 24 hours,
this clearly cost me carp on the
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We can cater for any social event you have coming up be it a barbecue on
arrival for the social side of things or a one pot dish for the evening,
breakfast, lunch we can do it all.
Let us take care of the catering whilst you take care of your event.
So if you require bankside catering at a higher level, then do not hesitate
to contact us on the details below.
Jason Sandiford
W: www.chefukcarp.co.uk
E: chefukcarp@outlook.com
M: +447769586391
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A Little Bit Of Paradise
by Gary Milky Lowe

A little bit of Paradise
I was all geared up to
do another session
on the park lake as it
was being so kind to
me, all the bait was
ready, all new rigs tied
for the lake… all I had
to do the following
morning was load the
car. I had a phone call
saying that one of my
syndicates had done
a fish, the first one of
the year, so I decided
to go there and get
away from the hustle
and bustle of the park
lake even though it
had fished well and still
was with fish coming
out over 30 lb, but my
heart is always going to
be on my syndicates.
Well that phone call
has thrown a spanner
in the works fishing
on the syndicate is
totally different to the
park lake, so all the
bait went back in the
freezer and a different
mixture of bait was
prepared ready for
the morning. That
evening I sat there
tying up different rigs

as on the syndicate
it was a different ball
game when it comes
to presentation the
lake bottom is covered
in silt, and I mean in
some places it’s up to
4ft deep so I wanted
to make sure that my
rigs stayed on top and
fishing all the time. I
had used solid bags to
good effect before, but
I had real confidence
in the Ronnie, so I was
going to start with that.
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there will be a few
tonight after work, so I
locked the car and took
for a walk round the
lake. The lake is just
an open expanse of
water, there is normally
reeds all the way round
the edge of the lake
and big trees around
the bank for cover
so you can imagine
that the fish do love
to patrol the margins
when the reeds are up
so as I was walking
round looking in all the
I was up nice and early swims I also kept an
for the drive to the
eye out in the edge for
lake, loaded the car
fish. I climbed a few of
and made a brew to
the higher trees and
take with me and I was could see that there
off down the motorway. was a good few fish
After what felt like an
in one corner of the
eternity, I finally drove lake, which was at the
down the dirt track that far end of the lake, the
lead to the gate. Once lake isn’t that big only
I was at the gate my
about 9 acres, so it
heart was racing in
doesn’t take too long to
anticipation of how the walk round.
session would go, as
I opened the gate and Well seeing them fish
drove down to the car
made my mind up.
park, I could see no
I was going to start
one was there which
in that corner and if
was a result. I am sure nothing happens or the
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fish do the off, I’ll have
to move. The barrow
was loaded with all the
gear and off I went to
my swim, there was no
rush as there was still
no one around, arriving
at my swim, which was
named “The Blankers!”
which I wasn’t too
pleased about… why
couldn’t the fish be
some were else? I
decided to set my gear
up as far back from the
edge of the swim as
possible so if the fish
did come right in close,
I wouldn’t spook them
off. Once the house
was up, rods were all
ready to go. I sat back
and made a brew and
then I would decide
where my baits were
going to go as there is
no features out in the
lake, it’s just flat with
silt and the odd dead
weed bed close in. All
three rods were going
on Ronnie rigs with
a Sweet Stim pop up
as hookbait then I will
use the Spider Spod
to get my free baits
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out. The bait I was
putting out was going
to be a mixture of the
Bio Marine, Cream
Seed, and the Sweet
Stim bottom baits that
is just to keep them
interested in the area.
Tea had been drunk
and it was now time to
put the rods out, but I
decided first to take a
climb up the tree to see
if I could see where
they were patrolling in
the area.

would be for about 15
yards out and there
was a few fish milling
around that. Straight
out at about 50 yards
it looks like there was
some fish feeding
as the water was all
coloured and there was
some fish swimming
around the cloud so
that was two rods
sorted the left had rod i
was going to put down
the left margin as there
was an overhanging
willow about 20 yards
Once I was up the tree down the bank i took
and looking properly,
a mental note of were
I could see that to my
the fish were and
right there was a small climbed back down so i
dead weed bed coming could put the rods out,
off where the reeds
the left had rod went

A little bit of Paradise
out spot on first cast
just under the tip of
the willow the middle
rod took two cast
and the right had rod
again spot on tight up
against the weed bank,
I wasn’t going to put
any spod mix out just
chopped boilie.

sandwich then washed
it down with a nice hot
brew all while watching
the water. It must have
been about 10 o’clock
in the morning before
I saw a fish crash out
and it was nearly bang
on my middle rod out
were I had seen the
cloudy area so I was
Well once everything
well happy that I hadn’t
was sorted I sat back
spooked them off with
down at the back of
the two casts, just as
my swim tucked away the ripples had stopped
in the trees and made one of the members
myself some breakfast came walking through
as I was starving I put the trees into my
some mushrooms in
swim. He was here
the RidgeMonkey and for a couple of days
then some bacon in the too, so we had a quick
other ridgemonkey and chat and a cup of tea
made myself a nice
and I told him what
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I had seen, and he
then took off to have a
look round and find a
swim. I settled down in
the chair to watch the
water. Well it looks like
the other member had
settled in a swim at the
other end of the lake
so he must have seen
something down there.
While I was watching
the water, I decided
to make up some new
rigs ready for a re cast
later.
During the day a few
more people turned up
so hopefully it might
move the fish around
more if they are up
the other end. I had
only seen that one fish
during the day crash
out, I was hoping that
they were still in the
area, so I decided to
climb the trees behind
me to have a look.
Once I was up there
the cloudy area from
this morning had gone
and the water was gin
clear, so it looked like
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they had done the off
from that area. Now I
was thinking do I keep
it there ready for the
morning? I decided that
I would stay with that
spot for the night. The
left-hand rod was going
to stay in the same
area as well but when
I looked to the right, I
saw a few fish milling
around and feeding
on top of some dead
low-lying weed. Now
what do I do with the
right hand rod? Do I
move it on to the dead
weed or leave it just
off it? The fish don’t
seem to be moving off
the weed, but I know
that the fish will be
more combatable away
from the weed during
the night but I might
take the chance and
put one on the dead
weed so at least if they
move back on it in the
morning I will have a
bait there. I still have
two other rods that will
be ok for the night. I
know that the willow
tree does bites during
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night and so does open
water, so I was happy
with them two for
tonight.
The sun was setting
and I was sitting
outside my shelter
cooking tea when I
had a couple of bleeps
on the rod that was
on the weed then a
fish launched its self
right out the water on
my spot. Now have
I been done? Has it
just touched the line? I
didn’t want to risk it so
I turned my tea off and
re done the rod then
sat back down to have
my tea. I just hoped
I hadn’t spooked the

fish off. As it got dark I
sat there watching the
water with a cup of tea
hoping to see some
signs of fish but I didn’t
see or hear anything
well into darkness so I
decided to get my head
down as I wanted to
be up at the crack of
dawn but I hoped to be
up before then. Let’s
just say I had a good
night’s sleep… not
even a bleep, so I was
awake just as it was
getting light and was
sitting on my chair with
a nice steaming hot
brew looking for signs.
I did see a few but it
was on the other side
of the lake near a few
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others and nothing
near me so had I made
a mess of things by
staying here? I don’t
know… the fish were
here yesterday so
they might turn back
up today. I’ll give it till
about 3 and if they
don’t come back then
I’ll move before the
overnight gang turn up
later. I sat there for a
few hours and I saw
nothing on my side
but the sun had come
over the trees now and
was hitting myside of
the lake so this should
warm up the water
over my spots and
bring the carp with it.

After I had some
brekkie, I decided to
climb the tree behind
the swim to see if I
could see any fish.
Once I was up there I
could see a group of
about 10 fish all around
the area off the rod
that was cast on to the
weed. I stayed up the
tree for about an hour
and I could see two
fish that were happy
to swim over or near
my bait so all I needed
was for one of them
top drop down and I
would be in. I climbed
back down and sat
there just watching the
water and tying up a
few new rigs. I redone
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the rod that was near
the willow with a fresh
rig but left the other
two. I would do them
later if I stayed here.
I was glad I did when
about an hour later
the rod that was on
top of the low-lying
dead weed melted off.
I dropped the cuppa
I was drinking at the
time and ran to the
rod. As I picked up the
rod it tore off out into
the lake. I dropped
the middle rod to get
the line out of the way
and tried to get some
control of this power
house of a fish, after a
while I managed to get
some line back on my
reel from the fish but it
started to kite towards
the willow so I put
some strain on it and
turned it away from
there but there was a
lot of weed on my line
now that it had picked
up on the way in so I
had to be careful. A few
minutes later I had the
fish in the margins, and
it was using the deep
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margins to full effect
but after a few gulps
of air she slipped in
the net under a big
golden common. She
was mine!! I was well
chuffed as it was only
the second one out this
year and it looked like
a good one as well.
I made sure the fish
was safe in the net in
the edge and got all
my stuff ready for the
photos. On the scales
she went 40lb 4oz!! A
load of photos done,
and I slipped her back
into her home.
I redid that rod with
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a new rig and cast
it back on top of the
dead weed ready for
another if they were
still there, the rig was
cast close to the tree
and I used the rings
that it made to get the
bait spot on then sat
down to just chill out
and hope that what I
had done would get me
another bite. Another
one of the A team
would be nice. That
evening a few of the
members walked round
for a chat and to see
what was happening
as they were down

the weekend. I told
them what I had
seen and what the
fish were doing, and
they went off to look
round. One of the lads
that fishes here was
coming down for the
night and was going to
bring a Chinese in so
I didn’t have to cook
which was a result as
I couldn’t be bothered.
After we had scranned
our tea he decided to
set up in the next swim
which was about 200
yards down from me
which I though was ok
as I needed a camera
man!! I did
the same
as the night
before and
got my head
down early
so I was up
first thing.
I didn’t get
that good
night’s sleep
like the
night before
because
at about
midnight
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the rod tore off and I
was soon on it. Now
this fish was taking
line like the other but
straight down the
margins. It was that
dark that I couldn’t see
where it was going. All
I knew was that there
was a big willow down
there and I had cast
close to it so it must
be right under it, so I
thought I’ve got to stop
this fish before it goes
any further. I clamped
down on it, and yes
you guessed it the
bloody hook pulled. I

was gutted. I reeled the
rig back then changed
the rig and cast it back
out there with some
bait round it and got
back in my bag to sulk.
I must have drifted off
as when I opened my
eyes again it was light
and the sun was up!
What was the time? it
was eight o’clock i had
to be away from the
lake for 10 so I made
a slow pack down. All
that was left was the
rods which I would
do last. I climbed the
tree to see what was
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out there and I looked
all over the swim and
there was nothing
to see. Not at all like
yesterday where there
was a big group of
fish here. Oh well, at
least I had one of the
A team. It could have
been better but that’s
fishing. I climbed back
down packed the rods
away as there was
nothing there and
made my way home
but I couldn’t wait to
get back down...
Until next time
Milky
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I managed to get in a 24hrs sesh in between shifts, mid-week. Although
the temps had dropped slightly with storm Hannah apparently in bound,
the air pressure was well below 1000mbar if my app was to be correct.
So, arriving mid-morning with a nice chop to the water, the rods were
baited differently one on a Snowman, one with a cut down Tiger nut
with an Enterprise imitation small buyout tiger added, and the third a
single grain of Large Corn, which just hovered over the hook.
The lake showed very little signs, may be this was down to an immense
Easter Bank Holiday baiting festival lol, who knows!!!, it’s on dusk there
were a few signs of activity including 2 crazy swans who felt the need
to crash the lines, wrap them in their feet and basically dragged them at
will.
So, having re
done the rods
and the swans
mooching
about on the
other side, they
decided to come
back and again
crash the lines,
no doubt pulling
the bait of the
area.
So, with gritted
teeth the rods
were re done
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and put back out, probably rendering every chance of a bite a no hope.
Come first light the left hand rod bent lovely into a carp, thank god.
I would also like to add this. Apparently its carpy these day to show
the dorsal fin in a raised position, some go to the extremes of purposely
raising the dorsal with one hand whilst resting the carp on the knee. I do
not see the point of this as I personally think its bad practise and not safe
if the carp decides to flip. (Let it be natural as in attached pic).
(*Editors note…Talking Carp magazine also agrees with this
wholeheartedly!)
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Pairs Qualifier Four

Albans Lakes, Farm
Lake

British Carp Cups
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As there are cat fish in this lake and a few had been coming out recently we decided
to have a little side competition for the biggest cat fish to add a little bit of fun. The
first day produced 10 fish between four pegs. By midnight, we had a top three of Lee
Simms and Sean Dulson. Just 6lb behind were Mark Sawyer and Simon Wheeler
and in third was Tony Reynolds who was fishing on his own for this event as usual
partner Ashley Izzard had double booked.
Saturday morning saw the top two stay in the same positions whilst adding five more
fish between them. Jack Lamb and Brian Byford in peg 4 put 45lb on the scales to
move them into third place. Tudor Popovici and Alexandru Zlampa came onto the
scoreboard with a fish. The second half of Saturday was the busiest period of the
whole event with 15 fish coming out in total. Following this feeding frenzy all six
pairs were now on the scoreboard, but the biggest movers were Tudor and Alex in
peg 6 as they now had 6 fish and were on over 100lb taking them comfortably into
2nd place. The fight for third place was now hotting up as Jack and Brian were only
1 small fish adrift.
Sunday morning saw only 1 pair catch before the final hooter. Tudor and Alex added
another 2 fish to give them a total of 140lb+ and cement their runners up spot. Lee
and Sean won with over 250lb while Mark Sawyer and Simon Wheeler hung on to
take third place. Jack and Brian missed out on qualification by a mere 8lb, but they
did win the other competition with a brace of cat fish for an approximate 66lb.
We had a total of over 656lb caught during the event, which gave us an average of
15lb+ for the 43 fish caught. It’s the first time we have used this lake in our events
but we had an enjoyable weekend and we will definitely be back next year.
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Pairs Qualifier
Five

Berners Hall
The Res
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Following the midday start on Friday the lead changed three times in the first 12
hours. Last out in the draw were Billy Flowers and Jamie Londors, but they were the
first to catch with a 19 and half pounder less than an hour and a half into the match.
Steve Blow and Jack Funnell had a brace for 38lb+ to take the lead. By nightfall Will
OFlynn and partner Mark Johnson had commons of 34lb 5oz and 28lb 14oz to take
them straight to the top.
The following morning Steve and Jack added three more to regain the lead. Father
and son, Chesley and Luke Boughen also registered a nice brace to get them off
the mark. Fish were starting to move on this new wind. Next to catch were Billy and
Jamie with a 20lber, then Steve and Jack had a 16lb+ to put them on over 100lb.
Ches and Luke had a second brace of 40lb+ which took them into 2nd place.
Saturday afternoon saw Will and Mark catch their third fish. They were now on over
85lb. Almost exactly the same time, Billy and Jamie had another fish but they were
still 22lb behind third place. In an amazing 12 hours Steve and Jack in peg 3 put
14 fish on the scales with 2 of them going over 30lb. At this point they were just a
pound shy of the 400. Peg 6 had their first fish, a nice 20lb+ mirror to get them up
and running.
Sunday only produced fish in pegs 3 and 4. Steve and Jack had 2 fish, 1 being
the best of the weekend, a common of 37lb 8oz. The father and son team in peg
4 added another 87lb to their tally, which took them over the 200lb mark. The top
2 pairs had approx 660lb between them and there were 5 fish over 30lb caught in
the event. As this was the fifth qualifier of the pairs event, we now have half of the
competitors for our August bank holiday Barston final.
First and second out of the draw bag finished in fifth and sixth positions were as the
top three pairs drew 4th, 5th and 3rd respectively, which just goes to show that the
draw is not always a defining factor.
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Singles
Qualifier Three

Willow Park Big
Lake
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It was nice to be back at the popular Willow Park fishery again for
Qualifier 3 in our new singles competition. It took over 5 hours fo rthe
first fish to grace the bank in this match, and it was a common of 23lb
7oz for Mark Strevens in peg 7. By midnight Mark Renwick had gone into
an early lead with four fish for 60lb+. Jason Crump was second with his
2 fish for 48lb+ and Mark Strevens was in third with his common. Just
behind Mark came Marian Lukac also on 1 fish.
Saturday morning saw only 2 fish out as Mark Strevens had his second
at 14lb 5oz and Victor Mihai had a 14lber. It was after lunch when the fish
started to get their heads down and the score board took an interesting
turn. Mark Strevens had one more and Mark Renwick added a brace to
his score. Out of nowhere came Liam Morgan with 8 fish in a 12 hour
period challenging Mark from peg 4 for top spot.
Sunday morning saw Mark Strevens catch another 20lber to boost
his tally, Jason Crump had a 10lber while Liam Morgan put a 14lb+
common on the scales to take the win. Although Mark Renwick didn’t
land anymore fish he had already done enough to finish in second spot.
Mark Strevens took third and booked his place in the final. Jason Crump
missed out by only 10lb, finishing in 4th.
It started slowly but picked up in the second half and turned into a really
competitive event which is exactly what you would expect from this well
run quality venue.
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Bookings now open for this years events !!!!

- Complete
- Complete
- Complete
- Complete
- Complete

Hurry !!! Book now as places are filling fast
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Here it is folks. The one you have all been asking about. It’s the British
Carp Cup singles.
Q1 Todber Manor, Little Hayes 8th to 10th March - Complete
- Complete
Q2 Branston Water Park 29th to 31st March
- Complete
Q3 Willow Park 26th to 28th April
Q4 Kingsbury Pine Pool 31st May to 2nd June
Q5 Wetlands 21st to 23rd June
Q6 Newbridge Lakes 28th to 30th June
Q7 Poolbridge Q Lake 28th to 30th June
Q8 DDAP’s Brooklands 26th to 28th July
Final Albans Willows Lake 4th to 6th October
Brooklands will be 16 places and max of 11 at Wetlands
All the rest have 12 and the top 3 qualify. Top 4 at Brooklands.
The final will be an out of the bag draw and it will be decided on
a 3 best fish basis. The entry fee is £250.
Prize money
1st £5000
Runners up £2000
3rd £1000
4th £750
Booking now open
contact@britishcarpcups.co.uk 01159 812 791
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Solace Has
Got Us
by Daniel
Harrison

Solace has got us
So, the dust has finally
settled from what was
another incredible
adventure... Actually,
does the dust ever
settle? I’ve a massive
Coron come down, if
anyone’s been there,
they can relate.

line method as much
as possible. Where
the swim is one to be
quiet in it was an edge
to creep round and
pull up the rig and do
any changes needed
without having to cast
and potentially ruin
any chances. Although
As always, my box
I wasn’t lucky to land
was full of Taska bits
any of the real big girls
which made the many this time every single
rig tweaks a breeze
fish was in superb
to do. The tungsten
condition, looked
helicopter components amazing and it shows
came into their own
owner Nic absolutely
and did not fail.
prides himself with the
As always, a mate
handpicked
went about his
beauties he’s
business of emptying
stocked.
his swim of fish, and I
Mid way
must admit watching
through the
him in full flow is
week Nic had
something to behold.
offered us an
Why he doesn’t try
adventure in
his arm at competition an adventure
carping is beyond me, and test
but he sure felt his high fish his new
velocity method by
venture.
the end of the week.
Lac Solace.
I found myself in a
Clearly we
swim named Lotties,
jumped at the
a superb close range
chance. As
swim and I’d planned
much as we
to use the washing
consider Nic
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a good friend it was still
humbling that he was
offering such a chance.
Only minimal gear
was needed as it was
a simple overnighter
so the bivvies were
left behind at Coron.
The 20 min drive to
Solace was full of
excitement, being the
1st to seriously fish the
lake, how would the
fish react to sudden
pressure, what would
the lake look like,
would we be lucky to
land one of the
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massive uncaught
fish... Nic had shown
us photos of the stock
and it made us weak at
the knees.

Daniel Harrison
show under the full
moon of the Solace
stock... and it was an
impressive one too.

Come the morning my
1st impressions after
rods had remained
driving through the
motionless but at 8
ancient wooden gates am Matt had a flyer
and passing the small and after an incredible
meadow of wild flowers scrap he landed his
was breath taking.
new pb, all 50lb + of
Made even better after it... after that it felt
5 mins walking the 1st the feeding time had
bank an absolute hippo finished as the warm
breached sending litres sun rose drying off our
of water flying in its
damp gear. I practically
wake.... we couldn’t
begged Nic to allow us
wait to get stuck in!!!!
to stay on for a further
We chose our spots
night. To be honest he
wisely and
dotted around
the lake in
hope of giving
us all the best
chance.
The night was
warm and
balmy with
a full moon.
We had laugh
over a BBQ
and a tea
drinking social
watching the
impressive

could see it coming as
like him Solace had
well and truly got under
our skin and he was
only too happy to let
us fish again for his
baby’s.
We needed to grab
some bits from Coron
so drove back, stopped
in the village for a quick
coffee to celebrate
Matt’s fish. A few hrs
later we returned full
of confidence, not only
to see how Solace
fished during the day
but knowing come 6am
there would be a good

Solace has got us
chance of a bite if that
was their feeding time.
A quick scoot around
my swim in the boat I
found a kelp like weed
bed so decided on a
good helping of my
own bait “edge” and
put a rod at either end
of the zone with the 3rd
on a gravel area pretty
much in the middle of
the lake.
As much as I have
confidence in my own
bait, and so I should I
own the company, it’s
always tough knowing
I’m putting a different
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food in when the fish
have been fed a house
bait and pellet...would
mine be accepted!!!

going. Once I finally
had the upper hand
and slipped it into the
net my stomach was
in knots as all I could
By the morning my
see was amazing
questions were
chestnut colours,
answered. Around 7:30 wide shoulders and a
am one of my rods
fish that hadn’t been
fished to the weed was caught before. A quick
away. It absolutely
brew was standard,
has to be one of the
not only for me to
biggest rucks I’ve
gather my thoughts
had with a fish, the
but allow the fish that
fight was tense, knee
had put everything into
trembling in fact, to
its fight get its breath
have no control over
back. Moments later
a fish for a good 10
the other rod fished
mins certainly gets
in the same zone was
the beads of sweat
away.... I couldn’t
believe it!!! I was
knackered still
from the previous
fish.
Same scrap,
me bricking it,
screaming for
another net and
hollering “we’re
gonna need a
bigger boat” when
this one rolled
over the net cord,
I could see it was
another special
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one. The hundreds of
tiny scales littering its
tail wrist, its amazing
chestnut colours.... I
couldn’t help but shout
out again. I quick text
to Nic saying I’ve 2
baby’s in the nets
and we resumed with
the photo session. I
soaked up the event
as best I could, even
bought the 3rd rod in
and put by the weed...
you know, just in case.
It didn’t happen but I
didn’t care. I’d fulfilled

Daniel Harrison
my brief Solace dream.
The 3 of us in awe of
the event, staring out
into the lake, steaming
cup of tea buzzing our
nuts of soaking the
vibe of the place then
a delkim screams out
in alarming sound as
Adams rod was away...
we couldn’t believe
it, I tidy fight and we
bundle a fantastic
looking mid 20 into the
net knowing full well
we’d completed our
little adventure in an

adventure.
Solace has got us!!
Huge thanks to Team
Taska
Excuse the blatant plug
but #Aquadynamix
#teamtaska
Till next time, take
care.
Dan. H

Monks Pit part 2
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Chapter 12 only in next months
Talking Carp!!!!

you can buy Spug’s latest book Carping mad 3
by clicking the link below
www.mikespugredfern.com/carping-mad-books
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When it all goes right
by
Steve Gibley

When it all goes right
It’s been a while since
I visited the bank a
busy work and family
life make it difficult to
get out and enjoy some
of the spring weather
chasing our quarry.
As many anglers will
know time is in short
supply for the average
amongst us be it if
you fish as a hobby
or sponsored by a
company.

I have a day ticket
venue I visit along with
a syndicate lake and
both give you a great
opportunity.
On this occasion I
opted for the day
ticket venue tucked
away in the beautiful
fenland countryside
a small deep clay pit
of about 2 acres with
two shelves dropping
off into deeper water
all the way around the
If you are not a full time margins.
angler like me then
You have to take every There are some
chance you can to get cracking carp to be had
on the bank.
up to 30’s including
For me I will get
mirrors, commons and
about a day every two leathers with many in
months to get the rods the 20 pound bracket.
out for some therapy!
This is a venue I had
Which means I can’t
not visited for a while
rely on weather or
but I had always done
picking the best time to well in the past when I
go it really is Chuck the was much younger.
gear in the car and go. I knew that there
Venue is important
was a fish in the lake
when you have limited which was a real old
time so I can’t cover
character which had
huge distances. I
a silver back paddle
will choose a venue
and was blind in one
close by and for me
eye and is a wellin Cambridgeshire
established thirty.
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I had seen her grace
the bank to several
other anglers including
my uncle and a good
angling friend but I had
never caught her.
My mind was made
up and I genuinely
felt excited like I had
not been for a while
! Funny how that
anticipation gets you
still. I was not bothered
about weather or
conditions it was all
about getting out there
and nicking a bite.
So I set off after sorting
the family and reached
the venue and it was
lovely to see the lake
again as I pulled up. I
knew where I wanted
to be choosing a peg
that had access to a
point that juts out into
the lake and has a
willow tree hanging
off the end. I noted
as I was checking
the margins a huge
amount of weed like
candy floss covering
the first marginal shelf
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it looked awful but the
second shelf looked
and felt clear with a
good drop on the lead.
It still felt cold to me
as a northerly wind
was pushing across
the lake but lovely in
the sunshine. I do like
a plan and will think
roughly where I want
to be and where I think
the fish will be based
on past experience.
For me it was the
point that gave me
the chance to fish
two rods tight to the
willow intercepting
carp as they came
around the point or up

Steve Gibley

from deeper water to
visit the margins. As
I stared at the willow
overthinking again I
saw a couple of mirrors
come sauntering along
the margin , brilliant
that was all I needed
they were about !!

Three simple
Ingredients for me
sweetcorn, boilies
and a liquid the latter
choices are Rod
Hutchinson Ballistic B
and the matching food
bait liquids. A brilliant
creamy fruity digestible
bait that can be taken
anywhere.
Sweetcorn is just
brilliant in its own
right but adding a
good liquid makes a
difference.

I like to bait the spot
and leave it for a
while so I had a few
casts edging up to
the willow and I was
happy so walked to
the point and out
went a few handfuls
Location sorted now
for bait and we all love of the Ballistic soaked
talking about bait don’t sweetcorn followed
by some crumbed
we!!
Ballistic B boilies again
I will tell you my choice only a handful. To
I can’t give you science my amazement a big
mirror swam around
or expert advice but I
the point and into my
use what I use as it’s
confidence and I know baited area which was
clouded up from the
carp love it.
liquid. I sat watching

When it all goes right
I like to have the
bait sitting about
an inch off the
deck sometimes
an inch and a
half.

and the water on the
point is really clear
and I could see fish
gliding in and out of
the roots from the
tree I just knew that it
was going to happen!
I was so excited like
a kid running back
to the peg and got
one Rod in position
with a 15mm Ballistic
B pop up topping a
Pallatrax Gripz hook
and a long hooklength
tied multi rig style with
Steamlink, the thought
process being I got a
decent drop but knew
it was weedy and a bit
messy under the tree.
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my swim I am a bit of
a messy angler stuff
everywhere. As I did
so the same Rod was
away the fish kiting
out into the middle.
Another scrap and
I cannot stress
another mid double
enough how good common in lovely nick
these Gripz hooks was photographed
are but that’s for
on the mat in the
a different day.
sunshine. I should
I sank the line
point out that the
and tightened up second rod went out
giving the carp
with the same rig no
no opportunity
point changing when
to take any line as
it’s working for you.
experience on here
I rebaited and sat back
when I was younger
with a brew realising
taught me the hard
how lucky I was to
way losing fish in the
have caught two and
snags. No sooner had things had gone right
I put the rod down and as they don’t always.
walked up the bank I
I don’t really take
was into my first carp
much notice of time
I could not believe it a when fishing so did a
short scrap with a mid- few photos of some
double common then
new luggage that Rod
graced the net !
Hutchinson have just
Back she went a good released and a couple
start to any session,
of rig shots and as I
I got both rods onto
sat back for another
the spot in quick time
brew the right hand
and put another few
rod fished tight to the
handfuls over the top
willow was away.
and started to tidy
This time I could see it
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was a leather carp
plodding in the deep
margin as it tired and
slipped into the net.
Another into
double figures was
photographed and
returned I could not
have been happier.
Back out to the spot
and I baited with
another few handfuls
and sat back watching
the water and
pondering feeding a
margin spot.
In could not have been
more than half an
hour and the second
rod was off one
that I had recast
clipping the tree.
To my
amazement it
was another
leather carp
this time bigger
going 18lb ! Two
commons and
two leathers
must have been
in pairs !!
I rebaited after
photos and

Steve Gibley
recast settling in not
really expecting much
more action as it was
just after midday.

fish, I could tell it was
bigger straight away
staying in the deeper
water really low.
After ten minutes the
What happened next
fish was still kiting
just blew me away
low up and down the
to be honest as I
second shelf I had not
sat thinking about
seen it but knew it felt
all manner of things
good. Eventually I saw
including how much I
the end of the tubing
wanted to fish every
and a massive frame
day and how lucky
powering back and
people were who get to forward.
be out in the open air
As I looked, I saw the
fishing.
silver tail could it be the
My left hand rod tore
old character! I literally
off across my other line shook.
and out into the deeper It was the one! Silver
water. As I played the
Tail I think she is called

When it all goes right
eventually tiring and
giving a gulp of air
before going into the
net.
I looked down into the
net and new it was a
big un !
On to the scales and
she went 34lb a proper
unit and although not
the prettiest fish a real
character.
First thirty of the year
and only my second
since I have been
carp fishing I was so
pleased.
Photos done although
it was hard as the
position of the sun and
bank space made that
difficult but I did not
care it was real and not
edited.

special I know it was
for me.
There was still time for
another bite and after
messaging the guys at
Rod Hutchinson and a
few friends I managed
to get the rods back
in the water although
I seemed to have
lost the ability to cast
properly I think it was
excitement.
I rebaited with a
few more handfuls
of Ballistic B and
sweetcorn and enjoyed
a brew.

The session quietened
off a little for a few
hours which saw me
keep trickling bait on
the spot.
I guess it was about
I slipped her back from five in the afternoon
the cradle in the deep
and one of the rods
margins allowing her
was away and again
to reset and recover
I was into another
almost stopping to give decent fish taking me
me one last look before all over the place a real
swimming off.
powerhouse of a carp.
I am sure that for most As it reached the deep
of us who don’t get
margin I caught a
on the bank much
glimpse of a big Mirror
these moments are so twisting and turning.
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A really good fight
ended with me netting
a lovely old Mirror that
was another character.
On the scales at 25lb
and I could not believe
my luck. Photos done
and I released her
back from the cradle
into the margin to
grace another net in
the future.
The session ended
for me with no further
action but it was home
time and family called.
Looking at it now it
was one of those days
where it all goes well
and that is not always
the case.
I guess my point is
enjoy your fishing and
the carp you catch all
have a story to tell and
when things don’t go
right hang in there.
I hope you enjoy the
article.
Al the best
Steve G

ACA Bank Buddy ONLY £27.99

The ACA Bank Buddy is a waterproof wireless speaker that has been designed and
built with outdoor adventures in mind
A GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR KIT !!!!!!!!!!!!!
PRODUCT FEATURES INCLUDE :
Blue Tooth Connectivity
Hands Free Call Facility
Two Way Control
AUX Input to play DVD’S etc
Built In FM Radio
Shock and Waterproof

Get Yours Now at http://acaproducts.co.uk/?product=aca-bank-buddy
100% of all profits from the sale of Bank Buddy goes to Charity.

ACA Thermal
Trousers
100% Waterproof

Wind-proof &
Breathable
Fleece-lined.
Super stylish and very
comfortable outdoor
waterproofs.
This modern
Peachskin fabric is
essentially a hi-tech,
synthetic version
of traditional moleskin clothing. It is beautifully soft to the touch and ACA have
combined it with a complimentary, lightweight Taslan-type synthetic shell on the seat
& knees to produce a very elegant outdoor set.
Ideal for: Fishing, Shooting, Hunting, Walking, Working, Spectating, and loads of
other outdoor activities.
Overtrouser features: with..
Elasticated Waistband & Press-stud Fastener.Velcro Adjuster to fit bottoms snug
around boots.Reinforced Taslan to Knees and Seat.2x Side Hand Pockets.2x
External Patch Pockets.
Available in Sizes:

Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Now available In assosiation with NAVITAS !!!!!!!!
check the ACA website for more information
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Reviews
Grizzlyman
Clothing
by
Brian Dixon

Reviews
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Talking Carp…. First look.
As the season starts to gain momentum, and the heavy winter clothing
gets put away for the next few months, the decision was made to look
for a new suit to protect me on the bank. After looking through the usual
websites and catalogues, a friend told me to broaden my horizons and
look at a company called Grizzlyman. (cheers Dan!)
Grizzlyman cater for the outdoors man who likes to go hunting… and the
first thing I discovered was that they are not a fashion lead industry as
us carpers can be sometimes… oh no... their clothing is there to serve a
purpose!
A few enquiries and I was soon talking to Eko, the owner. We discussed
the clothing range, and as it’s a hunting based company, his customers
expect clothing that is hard wearing, well made, silent when on the move
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Reviews

and offers protection against the elements so all these criteria have to
be met. Available in an array of camouflages or dark green, you have to
decide which is right for you. I opted for a dark digital camo…
Upon arrival it was easy to see he was not joking, the anorak and
trousers set are extremely well made.
A blend of 35% cotton and 65% polyester Rip Stop material, excellent
stitching makes for a long lasting product.
Pockets in the all right places, plastic zips on the anorak (to keep it silent
when out stalking), button down pockets on the back of the trousers and
big side leg pockets.
The one feature that really stands out for me is the length of the jacket!!
As its so much longer than a standard waist length jacket, you can say
goodbye to wind chills up the back! A godsend as I really start to feel it
now…..

Rig Marole Header 710mm x 310mm.indd 1

All this adds up to a perfect suit for myself as I tend to fish small intimate
waters that require serious stealth on some of the close in pegs, and
when off on a stalking mission.
The suit gets 2 thumbs up from me….
Head over to the website and check out their range and tell them we
sent you! Eko and Grizzlyman provide excellent product knowledge and
customer service.
www.grizzlyman.uk

Rig Marole
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FINELY TUNED TACKLE

30/04/2015 16:27:46

Event Overview:

We enter our 4th year at the Midlands Carp Champs 2019, year on year
the event has grown but we have decided again to keep the format of
the events this year the same as previous with 2 x 10 Peg qualification
rounds where the top 5 pegs - decided by overall weight of carp caught in
48 hours will then go in to a 10 Peg Final, the events can be fished as a
pair or single you simply purchase a ticket and the option is yours.
Throughout 2019 we have decided that we would give what we can back
to the sport so we are supporting Rob Hughes and Carp Team England
with this each ticket sold has a £5 admin fee attached and these fees
will be given directly to Carp Team England – Rob has informed us that
these funds will go towards supporting the England Ladies Team in the
forthcoming World Cup in France. We believe this is a fantastic direction
the sport and the team are taking and we wish them the very best of luck
in their efforts.
We are delighted and honoured to have been given access through
the night to this magical day only water and we thank the Ranger team
for allowing us to host both qualifying rounds and the Final of the 2019
Midlands Carp Champs back at what we believe is the best carp day
ticket lake in the Midlands – Kingsbury Water Parks - Pine Pool.
The 2019 event we have again tried to keep the cost of entry to a
minimum whist still being able to offer competitive prize money, vouchers,
trophies and complimentary leads that are provided by our fantastic
sponsors – this year we thank and welcome on board JMC Tackle who
have provided vouchers for the winning pair and Chameleon Leads (Alan
Scholes) who has continued to support the events in the past couple of
years.

Midlands Carp Champs
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Venue Overview:
•
Size of Lake 7.52 Acres
•
Type of Lake - Day Ticket – No Open Access Night Fishing
•
Ticket Cost £5 per day (2 Rods, 2 x day tickets required for 3 rod
use)
•
Fish Stock Good stock of doubles and 20s
•
Biggest Fish 30lb+
•
Features: Islands, gravel spots, bays, weed, reeds, shallow area
The water parks extensive fishery management plan over the past 2
years has seen the stock grow impressively and they have added a
number of home grown carp into the water in 2018 that have settled in
well and have made great additions to an already impressive stock of
carp.
You can find us on Facebook “Midlands Carp Champs” Follow us for all
the latest news, updates and live footage from the 2019 events.
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Go Fishing NI takes up the ANLRS banner in Northern Ireland.
The Anglers National Line Recycling Scheme (ANLRS) is delighted
to announce that Go Fishing NI will be acting as co-ordinators for the
scheme in Northern Ireland as of May 2019.
Go Fishing NI is a non-profit organisation that was set up in 2016 to
promote all aspects of angling in Northern Ireland. Their hard-working
team consists of entirely volunteers, who have a passion for angling and
who give up their time to work with fisheries, clubs, tackle shops and
other organisations and businesses, helping them promote the great work
they are doing, that supports and develops angling in N. Ireland. Through
their monthly angling magazine, Go Fishing NI Magazine, all disciplines
of Northern Irish angling are reported on, as well as angling a little further
afield.

The organisation will promote the ANLRS across Northern Ireland
through its magazine and social media platforms and act as the point
of registration for any fisheries, tackle shops or angling clubs, that want
to become recycling locations. The group will be seeking funding, from
local sources, to enable them to supply businesses that register with an
ANLRS line recycling bin.
Once the line has been collected Go Fishing NI will act as a central
collection point for the mono, braid and fly lines from where they will send
it direct to the UK based recycler, The Maltings Organic Treatment Ltd.
Go Fishing NI has signed up to the ANLRS participation charter that
details how any co-ordinator group must take the scheme forward there
and continue the ethos in which the ANLRS was set up. In brief, this is to
run a transparent non-profit, volunteer lead, donation funded scheme that
is run by anglers for anglers.
Darren Walker, founder of Go Fishing NI, commented
“I am delighted that Go Fishing NI will be part of such a wonderful and
worthy scheme. Whatever our relationship is with angling, we have a
responsibility to ensure its future by looking after the environment we fish
in. Playing an active role in the Anglers National Line Recycling Scheme
will help to ensure we look after our waterways for generations to come”
Viv Shears of the ANLRS added “The growth of the scheme in the UK has
been phenomenal since it was launched early last year. To increase the
availability of recycling locations in Northern Ireland is fantastic and when
Darren approached us offering their support it was an obvious extension
to the scheme. A local focus within a region or country with proactive
volunteers like those at Go Fishing NI can only be a positive for line
recycling in general.”

Editor / Contact Details
Angler’s National Line Recycling Scheme (ANLRS) Contact Details
Viv Shears
Tel: 07843306661
Email: anglersnlrs@gmail.com
Web: www.anglers-nlrs.co.uk
Facebook ANLRS Facebook Page
Instagram ANLRS Instagram
Go Fishing NI & Go Fishing NI Magazine
Darren Walker
Email: enquiries@gofishingni.co.uk or enquiries@gofishingnimagazine.
co.uk
Web: www.gofishingni.co.uk and www.gofishingnimagazine.co.uk
Facebook Go Fishing NI
Instagram Go Fishing NI Magazine
Twitter: Go Fishing NI¬ and Go Fishing NI Magazine

Catch
Reports
Featuring -

Vader baits, wyreside Fisheries,
Brooms Cross fishery, White springs
fishery, Carp 19,
Team X Stream, Plus many more

Andrew
&
Josh
Taylor

Quality 24 hours on yet another new venue, Home Farm
Fishery in Alsager, Stoke-On-Trent, ending with a couple
of low double Carp, my rig consisted off RM-Tec Size 6
Barbless Straight Point Hook, attached to RM-Tec Soft
Coated Camo Hooklink, finished off with a RM-Tec Weed
Green Anti Tangle Sleeves and RM-Tec QC Hooklink Clip,
loaded with a Mainline Baits Pop Up topped of with a fake
maggot cluster,
and a Castaway
PVA Stick filled
with Mainline
Baits 6mm Pellets
and a hand full of
Maggots, happy
days!
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Quality 24 hours with my pride and joy, my 4 year old son Josh at Mineral
Lakes, Bedworth.
We ending up landing 9 Carp with a gorgeous Ghost being then biggest at
15lb 6oz and 8 Sturgeon with a Siberian being the biggest at 18lb 4oz.
All Carp where caught on a Mainline Cell pop-up, with a Castaway PVA
mesh of crushed Cell boilies and 6mm Cell Response Pellets, on a multi-rig
consisting of a 4 inch RM-Tec Soft Coated Camo Hooklink attached to a 2 inch
RM-Tec Fluorocarbon Hooklink, loaded with a size 6 RM-Tec Straight Point
Hook, RM-Tec Anti-Tangle Sleeve, RM-Tec QC Inline Swivel and a RM-Tec Bait
Screw.
All Sturgeon where caught on Mainline Baits Spicy Luncheon Meat, on a
standard blow back rig, consisting off RM-Tec Soft Coated Organic Brown
Hooklink, a size 6 RM-Tec Curve Shank Hook and a Organic Brown Anti-tangle
Sleeve.
Amazing session, i couldn’t be prouder of my little boy, my son Josh! Get in!

Team member Andy done 48hrs on Leveritts this week! He fished his
left rod in the margin at about 30 yds and his right rod was fished in
open water at 50 yds! The first night was very slow so the next day
he steadily built up his right hand rod with about 4kg of SaTaN...!
All was quiet till the second night when his right hand rod sounded
out a couple of bleeps then ripped off into action at 10pm! After
approx 15 mins the fish was in the net! Once he weighed the fish,
he couldn’t believe his eyes...the scales went 39lb 9oz beating his
PB...!! SaTaN does it again for Andy!! Two PB’s done in this year on
Vader Baits!!
Nice one Andy! Congratulations on your PB!!

Team member Richard was on the Coking Social.
Rich’s alarm sounded just before midnight on Friday but sadly to be a missed
chance. So, with that he re casted to the same spot and got some bait back on top
and it wasn’t long before his first carp was on the bank at 2:45 am! A lovely mirror
weighing in at 18lb 2oz....
Saturday morning came and he’d been trickling bait on top of his rods as the carp
once again showed and at 5.30am the rod zipped off back into action leading to a
common at 15lb 11oz to close the day off nicely....Only to be awaken at 1:10 am on
Sunday by the sound of his alarm again this time netting another common at 16lb
2oz. All three fish tempted by a balanced SaTaN snowman rig fished over a bed of
14mm SaTaN freebies.
Early Sunday morning both rods re-baited and back on the same spots this time
with a double 14mm SaTaN dipped in matching glug with some 14mm SaTaN
freebies on top which proved to have an edge as within 5 minutes the left rod
screamed off and just as this common was landed the right rod jumped into action
for a second fish. The right rod producing a 18lb 15oz mirror carp and the left rod
stealing the show and the carp cup with a beautiful common carp gracing the bank
at 26lb 10oz and giving Rich a new PB!
Ace fishing Rich! Congratulations on the PB and taking home the carp cup!!!

Team member Richard did a 12 hour session on Oak Lake Wednesday
night. He had set his rods out in his usual spots and got his head down
for some kip.
He was woken at 4am by the sound of his alarm which after a short scrap
resulted in a 18lb mirror. This fish was caught on a single 18mm Grafter
boilie with solid bag of 10 whole 18mm Grafter boilies.
After his catch he got his head back down for a few hours until 8 am
when his other rod went off on a serious run! He had assumed he was
into a big cat by the way it was tearing line but when he got it closer, he
could see a golden belly.
He slipped the fish into the net. Revealing a lovely common coming off
the scales at 26lb 2oz. The fish was caught using a single 18mm Grafter
boilie with a solid bag of crushed Grafter mixed with krilla micro pellet!!
Great angling Rich! Keep it up!!

T
eam member Richard done a quick 12 hr overnight session on Oak Lake
Coking Farm.
He had this corker out at 5am this morning at 27lb 5oz. Caught using a
Krilla pellet hookbait with a solid bag of Krilla crumb and glug! This was
his second biggest of the year so far and looks uncannily similar to the
28lb mirror he had out of Big Hayes earlier in the year! Just as Rich was
planning to leave his rods screamed off landing his a 22lb 1oz beauty!!
He managed to tempt this fish using a single 18mm Tutti Fruiti Tuna
boilie with crushed Tutti Fruiti Tuna boilies in a solid pva bag!!
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available in highly
visual colours
creates the
perfect aligner
keeps the bait
tight to the hook
unique shrimp design

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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GLOW IN THE DARK RANGE
ALL PRODUCTS FITTED WITH
NIGHT-GLOW HANDLES.
RANGE INCLUDES:
HARDENED STEEL BAIT DRILL
ULTRA-FINE GATED SPLICING NEEDLE
ROBUST STEEL SHAFT EXTRA STRONG
ALL-ROUND NEEDLE
SUPER-STRONG GATED BAITLIP NEEDLE
ELONGATED GATE-LATCH STRINGER NEEDLE

COMFORT RANGE
ALL PRODUCTS FITTED WITH
ERGONOMICALY DESIGNED
SOFT-TOUCH HANDLES.
RANGE INCLUDES:
BAITLIP, ALLROUND AND
STRINGER NEEDLES
STRIPPER TOOL
KNOT PULLER TOOL
SPLICING THREADER

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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downforce tungsten range
Keep your end tackle
concealed
Weed and silt colour
variations available
Maximum weight, minimum fuss
Extensive range of
terminal components

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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Superior
coated rig
material
Fast-sinking
and flexible
Easy to strip

Thousands of
carp captures
across Europe
and the UK

15lb, 25lb,
35lb
Gravel,
Weed and Silt

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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liam
greenall
spikes fish
36lb

sam and
josh airey
pretty
one32lbs

Mark
Bowden
24lb12oz
Mirror Wyre

Wyreside

Wyreside report.
The past week the temperatures have been low a
been in the double figures and the fish continue t
layers.

The start the week off we will go to sunny side 1.
bagged a lovely 16lber in a hour surface fishing
them which resulted in another lovely 16lber whic
had a 12lber and a new PB of 20lb 6oz fishing sw
Howard
25lb Wyre

Now over to sunny side 2 Ste Monk had a scaley
and Kyle Jones in peg 11 managed an 18lber a p
hour social on the point landing 5 fish to low 20s

Now, over to the members waters Bantons seem
handful of fish being landed one of which fell to C

Last but not least over to Wyre and it’s still on top
up to 28lb from right of cabin. Sam Stephenson a
bay also getting amongst the action was Oliver w

I’ll leave the photos to do the talking, lovely times
Tight lines for now
www.wyresidelakes.co.uk

Callum Reid
Snozza
159- 27lb
Bantons

Fisheries

at night but the day time temperatures have
to spend the majority of the time in the upper

. First up Father and daughter Callum and Eliza
in peg 2. The sheep Phil swift jumped in behind
ch was also caught off the top. Lee Catracchia
weet corn from peg 10.

y banger at 21lb 8oz. Ryan Waterworth in peg 10
piece. Dave Smith and Thomas James had a 24
on DNA baits over a large bed of bait.

ms to have slowed down this week with only a
Callum in the shape of a lovely 18lb linear.

p form, Chris sawyer managed to bag 4 x 20s all
also bagged 4 this week up to 28lb from swan
with a stunner 28lb 12oz.

s stay Carpy.

01524 792093
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Anthony
needs 23lb
mirror

Darren ned
Joce 26lb 6oz

Dave
Flounders
22lb 8oz from
pit

Dan Smith
22lb 8oz
common 6a

Georgina
Bowen 28lbMr Tuts 33lb
4oz leather 1oz Leon
Aubrey

Graeme
Andrews 21lb
mirror

Darren ned
Joce 27lb
mirror

Graeme
andrews with
frosty 32lb
2oz

Jac Bennett
18lb mirror
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Stuart little
11lb common

Justin Davies

Jonathan
Daniels 37lb
8oz warrior

Tyrone smith
‘hercules’ 33lb

tyrone smith
29lb 2oz
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Ste Charnock
with his
new P.B
Shoulders at
30lb 4oz

Mike Williams with Single Scale, up from
26lb last year to 28lb 12oz this time, well
done mike a hard one off the list...

Mark Oldham with a
The Vessel from Uppe
looking in

Josh wilkinson with the biggest up to now
from Lower Alt this year and a new p.b.
with 2 tone at 28lb 8oz, well done josh

Dave Morrow with a
29lb 12oz fro

new personal best…
er Alt at 29lb 4oz and
fine form.

a new p.b. Jimmy at
om Upper Alt.

Mick Taylor with a new pb at 30lb exactly
from Upper Alt and the Mean Eyed Mirror at
her best weight yet

Andy Christopher back on Lower Alt and it
didn’t take him long to bank a 20 with this
21lb 8oz beauty
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Catch Reports

David Duell
type of fish and weight Mirror carp
Location of catch Germany
Info about the catch
Sunday morning, I got a screaming run on the middle rod, everything was
going to plan up until the fish snagged me in the margin of my peg. On a
closer inspection I could see what looked like a number plate, I eventually
got the waders on to have a closer inspection and found it to be a quad
bike with the fish still snagged. Soon after we got the fish free and then
phoned the local police regarding the bike as we could see oil on the
surface and didn’t want anything to contaminate the lake. 30mins after the
phone call police arrived with fire fighters, scuba divers and paramedics.
The owner of the quad was later informed of the find and police already
have 1 name of the thief’s who stole the quad.

Catch Reports
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Returning from a trip to Gigantica,
Darren Walter has sent us these
fantastic pics. Darren says there
are no monsters to report this time
but still a great time was had, and
topped off by these stunners!!

Your Name:
Jac
type of fish and weight
M
Location of catch
Abbe
Info about the catch Our Scouse banx s

fishing in France at the complex of abbey

ck Pattie
Mirror 22 pound
ey lakes France

social got off to a hard weeks
lakes with high pressures and
a cold wind blasting at
me for the week, after
fishing three lakes on the
complex I managed to
get a couple out on the
last night out of frog lake
the first one weighed 22
pound and the second
36 pound both mirrors
fell to double maze on a
blowback rig with a size
5 Nash fang twister, I
fished this rod tight to a
snag and unfortunately
lost one but at least it
wasn’t a blank.

Your Name: Jay Bourton
type of fish and weight
Location of catch

Carp 30lb

Newlands

Info about the catch
I used hinged stiff rigs for my
French carp and used a 18mm white
mainline cell pop up soaked in
almond goo and hemp oil and then
taking some scolded pellet. I wrap
a small ball around my hookbait
almost like a paste, it’s something
I’ve done for the last few years and
it also saves a load of money not
having to buy pva. I normally use
a local bait company called Oxford
Carp Baits.
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Your Name: Karl Brandreth
type of fish and weight 16lb 12oz
Location of catch
Cheshire club
Info about the catch This was the blank saver again this little
cricket bat common
Came on The second afternoon of the session at the Teeth
of a Cold easterly wind
This common fell to Spotted Fin Smokey Jack topped with
pineapple n-butyric acid pop up
Using Taska carp Baseline end tackle
The banks side advanced clothing kept me warm in the icy
conditions which was very cold
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Your Name: Karl Brandreth
type of fish and weight
Location of catch

Mirror carp 16lb

Cheshire club water

Info about the catch
Caught 3 mirror carp all weighing 16lb
Which fell to Spotted Fin Smokey Jack topped with
pineapple n-butyric snowman style d-rig and Ronnie rigs.
Also using Taska Carp Baseline end tackle to catch these
lovely carp and the Bank Side Advanced Clothing keeping
me dry and warm through hail stone and cold winds
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Your Name:
Derry Reece
Mathews
type of fish and weight
Common carp
Location of catch
Liverpool
parks
Info about the catch Derry
Reece Mathews with this
lovely park lake common
caught a wrap out on a ronnie
rig with an Essential Cell with
a little mesh of Live system
boilies and tackle from Ability
tackle and wiped 2 of my
other rods out with the 15
minute fight , now that’s top
angling.
Your Name:
James
Pritchard
type of fish and weight
15lb 8oz
Location of catch
Liverpool parks
Info about the catch
James Pritchard with
these beauties which
was caught on method
feeder with 2mm
micros and 8mm diawa
advantage dumbell
and the day before
he landed the other
Common James is
doing really well like
always on his local
park.
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Your Name:
John blip
type of fish and weight Common carp
Location of catch Overstone caravan
park
Info about the catch
Joined a new
syndicate lake and got told it hasn’t
done any fish all winter, so I fished
what I was told is the hot spot all
day with 0 confidence. Noticed fish
shoaling on the surface over the other
end of the lake so I decided to throw a
zig at them and tried everything to get
a bite but still nothing. Decided it was
time to move for the last hour. Ditched
my second rod. Changed bait to a 14mm Priority baits Aniseed and betaine boilie
topped with a tiny bit of pink pop up glugged in cookies and cream glug. Threw out my
trusty hair rig with an Incredible tackle size 6 wide gape hook and scattered cookies and
cream boilies little and often over my rig and before long this beautiful 21lb common
was in the net. Hard work paid off.

Your Name:
Aaron
Temple
type of fish and
weight
Common
carp 20lb
Location of catch
Sefton parks, Liverpool
Info about the catch
After taking 1 rod out for
a few hours challenge.
I decided to do a quick
walk to see if the carp
we’re showing, and it
wasn’t long before they
were spotted swimming
around enjoying the
sunny bank holiday sun.
So I quickly set up a zig rig and out it went. A few swam by making me get
excited to be in the spot and it wasn’t too long the fight began with this beast
jumping out the water making a dash for a snag, but bam!! here it is in the
picture.. landed and returned.
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Team Taska man
Ken Veerle Roela
session on a big B
and when things w
he upped sticks an
swims.

Did it pay off????
these big Belgian
Taska fluorocarbo
Baseline end tack
made for perfect p
always.

in Belgium
and set up for a
Belgian canal...
weren’t right,
nd moved

Take a look at
beasts.
on mainline and
kle exclusively
presentation as
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Matt Eade on

great form right
now, catching some
stunning carp up to
30lb+ from his local
venue.
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Your Name:

Mike Smith

type of fish and weight
23.10
Location of catch
Cumbria secret lake
Info about the catch
Been chasing a new p.b
for over 20 years and after
matching my old p.b twice
I finally managed to beat
it with this lovely 23.10
common.

Your Name:
Derry Mathews
type of fish and weight
Mirror Carp (called Halftail)
new P.B at 17lb 6oz
Location of catch
Rosemary Woods
Info about the catch
Caught on the ability tackle
products and a Nash squid and
krill boilie
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Your Name:
Thomas Cooney
type of fish and
weight Carp
and 19lb
Location of
catch
Walton
hall park
Info about the
catch
Fishing
on a Ronnie rig
with a pink krill
pop up soaked in
almond goo.

Your Name:
Richard Bartlett
type of fish
and weight
Carp 30lb
Location of
catch
Newlands
Info about the
catch
Bright yellow
pop up just
popped up of
bottom over a
bed of mixed
pellet and corn
in the margins
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Steve Cartwright

type of fish and
weight
Common
37lb
Location of
catch
Nene
Valley Syndicate
Info about the
catch
37lb
Common, part of
a 3 fish catch ,
taken on Key Bait
solutions ASM
boilies and Carp
Tackle Online end
tackle, Scorpion
size 6 curved
hooks.

type of fish and weight Mirror Zip Linear 29lb 2oz
Location of catch Nene Valley Syndicate
Info about the catch
Fish called Zippy, taken on Key Bait solutions
ASM and Carp Tackle Online end tackle
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Chris Whyborn
After a few weeks of bad
weather I decided to get
out for 4 hours and found a
bay on the back of the wind
and decided to fish it. I put
a nature’s bait bloodworm x
dumbell tipped with a fake
bit of corn and a few free
offerings about 4 foot from
the bank and had a few
doubles to start with and the
rod tip hooped round and
was attached to this 31lb
8oz mirror in full colour. I
also used deception end
tackle to land the fish too.

Your Name:
Danny Hope
type of fish and weight
Common carp 22lb 3oz
Location of catch
Essex
Info about the catch
Caught on a Ronnie rig
using taska components,
fished over a scattering of
epic baits uk S.A.S Boilies
with a sweet creams pop
up. This was followed by
a mid-double common the
following morning.
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Candy Grain Particles
A mixture of individually selected
particles, perfectly prepared with our
unique ‘stay fresh’ formula. By using an
unconventional cooking method we are
able to enhance the grains to the core
with an exclusive range of sweeteners
and additives normally used within
the confectionary industry. Perfect
for creating a sickly-sweet carpet of
different food items.
Available in 2.35L Jars RRP £9.99
Dead Reds Particles
Dead red maggots have undoubtable
enticed fish to feed when other baits
have failed. Bringing a fool proof concept,
especially on silty venues when live
maggots would normally bury themselves
and become unreachable. Combined with a
chosen blend of particles, picked for their
contrasting appearance. Using a unique
procedure we have manage to draw some
of the ‘juices’ from inside the maggot
which is then absorbed into the particles.
Available in 2.35L Jars
RRP £9.99

Fresh Fish Particles

The pinnacle of fish/particle mixes, our
Fresh Fish mix contains just that, real
fish. Painstakingly prepared using an
exclusive ‘fish slurry’ made up of Salmon,
Herring and Mackerel we incorporate with
purposely chosen seeds and pulses that
absorb the fish juices when combined
together. PVA friendly and ready to go for a
multitude of species and applications.
Available in 2.35L Jars
RRP £9.99

Hemp & Krill Particles
This incredible rich mix of premium grade
hemp seeds and whole krill is packed full
of natural scents and visual elements.
Containing 2 different types of real krill,
krill pacifica and krill suberba it provides
the perfect concoction of a high visual
and small food items to not only attract
but keep the fish in your swim for longer.
Available in 2.35L Jars
RRP £9.99

Hot Seeds Particles
This unrivalled mixture of premium seeds
and pulses perfectly prepared to provide
a PVA friendly carpet feed to entice a
multitude of species. An added blend of
powerful mixed spices completes the
mix. Due to their naturally soluble nature
they will release a spicy cloud of triggers
to attract fish into your swim.
Available in 2.35L Jars
RRP £9.99
Tigernuts
in Syrup Particles
Slowly matured ,using a unique ‘long
process’ method, resulting in the release
of higher levels of their natural sugars,
we have managed to unlock the full
potential of the tigernut. Containing an
assortment of chopped, grated and whole
pieces, all laced in an immensely sweet
syrup.
Available in 2.35L Jars
RRP £9.99

This months advertisers ACA - Anglers Charity Auctions
Castaway PVA
Carping Mad 3
Deeper
Elite Tackle
Finygo
Galaxy Baits
Hooked On Baits
Line Recycling
Mainline Baits
P.B. Products
RidgeMonkey
Rig Marole
Taska

Thankyou for reading and your
continued support
Please send your articles and catch reports
by the 28th May 2019 for next months
magazine
brian.dixon@talking carp.co.uk
buggy@talkingcarp.co.uk
dave@talkingcarp.co.uk
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YOU !!!!!!!
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